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PRODUCT CODE PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION
Dealer List 

CDN per each
02508AC 25" x  8" Quarter Circle Acrylic Shelf Buffet  $              733.80 

02508G 25" x  8" Quarter Circle Glass Shelf Buffet 729.60$                 

0414AC 14" Square Acrylic Shelf Buffet 256.40$                 

0414G 14" Square Glass Shelf Buffet 356.20$                 

0507AC 33" x 7" Rectangular Acrylic Shelf Buffet 212.80$                 

0507G 33" x 7" Rectangular Glass Shelf Buffet 412.60$                 

0509AC
Riser Shelf, 33"L x 9"W, 3/8" thick, rectangular, for Lexus risers, fine matte textured finish, acrylic, 

clear
256.40$                 

0509G
Riser Shelf, 33"L x 9"W, 3/8" thick, rectangular, for Lexus risers, polished on all sides, tempered glass, 

clear
477.80$                 

0514AC 33" x 14" Acrylic Shelf 359.40$                 

0514G 33" x 14" Glass Shelf 456.00$                 

052414AC
Riser Shelf, 24"L x 14"W, 3/8" thick, rectangular, for Lexus risers, fine matte textured finish, acrylic, 

clear
256.40$                 

052414G 24" x 14" Glass Shelf 386.60$                 

05247AC 24" x 7" Acrylic Shelf 191.20$                 

05247G 24" x 7" Glass Shelf 364.80$                 

05249AC Riser Shelf, 24"L x 9"W, 3/8" thick, rectangular, for Lexus risers, polished on all sides, acrylic clear 234.60$                 

05249G
Riser Shelf, 24"L x 9"W, 3/8" thick, rectangular, for Lexus risers, polished on all sides, tempered glass, 

clear
412.60$                 

0814AC 14" Round Acrylic Shelf 268.40$                 

0814G 14" Round Glass Shelf 356.20$                 

0820AC 20" Round Acrylic Shelf 477.80$                 

0820G 20" Round Glass Shelf 503.80$                 

0204 Storage bin 393.60$                 

1400 Stainless Steel Sterno Cup For Chafers and Coffee Urns 29.80$                   

1408 8 Qt. Full Size Oblong Food Pan 226.60$                 

1508 6 QT. Round Food Pan 223.40$                 

1510 8 QT. Round Divided Food Pan 328.40$                 

1710 STAINLESS STEEL 6 RUNG RISER ESCALATE 547.20$                 

1715 STAINLESS STEEL 8 RUNG RISER ESCALATE 681.80$                 

1720 STAINLESS STEEL 12 RUNG RISER ESCALATE 994.40$                 

1721L LEXUS S/S "L" SHAPE RISER 5" 325.80$                 

1722L LEXUS S/S "L" SHAPE RISER 10" 508.20$                 

1723L LEXUS S/S "L" SHAPE RISER 15" 677.40$                 

1731X LEXUS S/S "X" SHAPE RISER 5" 325.80$                 

1732X LEXUS S/S "X" SHAPE RISER 10" 508.20$                 

1733X LEXUS S/S "X" SHAPE RISER 15" 677.40$                 

1740 CUBE ALUMINUM NESTING RISER SET OF 2 SAMLL & LARGE 502.00$                 

1740B CUBE ALUMINUM NESTING RISER SET OF 2 SAMLL & LARGE - Black 642.40$                 

1741
lexus connecting heated risers or used for lighted buffets comes with sterno shelf and grate, 5"H x 8", 

sqaure
508.20$                 

1741GT griddle top 8"x 8", square, nonstick, fits lexus risers #1741,1742 &1743 black 169.40$                 

1741LT LED light, 13 color selections,fade and flash modes,includes remote,water proof,uses AAA bateries 78.20$                   

17410C
LED light,10"H cylynder, 13 color selection, fade and flash modes,includes remote,water proof, fits 

into lexus riser #1742,uses AAA batteries
326.80$                 

1742
lexus connecting heated risers or used for lighted buffets comes with sterno shelf and grate, 10"H x 

8", square
760.00$                 

1743
lexus connecting heated risers or used for lighted buffets comes with sterno shelf and grate,15"H x 8" 

square
994.40$                 



1745C
LED light,5"H cylynder, 13 color selection, fade and flash modes,includes remote,water proof, fits 

into lexus riser #1742,uses AAA batteries
273.00$                 

3013
Steamer Park Ave Coffe Urn,3 gallon,hands free/ push in spigot, removable body, no open flames, 

thermally insulated, stainless steel interior,stainless steel
2,383.80$              

3023
Steamer Pillard Coffee Urn3gallon,hands free/ push in spigot, removable body, no open flames, 

thermally insulated, stainless steel interior,stainless steel
2,383.80$              

3101FP 2 QT. FOOD PAN 128.60$                 

3101FS-SS 2 QT. ALL S/S FREEDOM MARMITE 1,319.20$              

3101LH-SS 2 QT. LION ALL S/S MARMITE 1,259.20$              

3101P2 2 QT. ALL S/S P2 MARMITE 1,319.20$              

3101PL 2 QT. ALL S/S PILLARD MARMITE 1,319.20$              

3101QA-SS 2 QT. ALL S/S QA MARMITE 1,259.20$              

3101W 2 QT. WATER PAN 150.00$                 

3104PL 4 QT. ALL S/S PILLARD MARMITE 1,405.60$              

3107FP 7 QT. FOOD PAN 147.60$                 

3107FS-SS 7 QT. ALL S/S MARMITE 1,524.00$              

3107LH-SS 7 QT. ALL S/S LION MARMITE 1,454.60$              

3107P2 7 QT. ALL S/S P2 MARMITE 1,524.00$              

3107PL 7 QT. ALL S/S PILLARD MARMITE 1,524.00$              

3107QA-SS 7 QT. QA ALL S/S MARMITE 1,524.00$              

3107WP 7 QT. WATER PAN 164.00$                 

3113 3 GAL. PARK AVENUE COFFEE URN 1,129.00$              

3114 8 QT. RECT. PARK AVE. CHAFER 1,891.00$              

3114LH-SS 8 QT. RECT. PARK AVE. CHAFER WITH LION HEAD LEGS 2,127.60$              

3114QA-SS 8 QT. RECT. PARK AVE. CHAFER WITH QUEEN ANNE LEGS 2,062.60$              

3115 5 GAL. PARK AVENUE COFFEE URN 1,372.20$              

3117 4 QT. RECT. PARK AVE. CHAFER 994.40$                 

3118 8 QT. ROUND PARK AVE. CHAFER 1,819.20$              

3118LH-SS 8 QT. ROUND. PARK AVE. CHAFER WITH LION HEAD LEGS 2,062.60$              

3118QA-SS 8 QT. ROUND. PARK AVE. CHAFER WITH QUEEN ANNE LEGS 1,945.40$              

3119 4 QT. ROUND. PARK AVE. CHAFER 951.00$                 

3123 3 GAL. PILLARD COFFEE URN 1,129.00$              

3124 8 QT. RECT. PILLAR'D CHAFER 1,819.40$              

3125 5 GAL. SS PILLARD COFFEE URN 1,372.20$              

3128 8QT ROUND PILLAR'D CHAFER 1,776.00$              

3131
Ballerina Coffee Urn, 1-1/2 gallon, bullet style, with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless 

steel
803.40$                 

3133 Ballerina Coffee Urn, 3 gallon, bullet style, with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel 1,237.60$              

3135 Ballerina Coffee Urn, 5 gallon, bullet style, with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel 1,476.40$              

3143 3 GAL. PILLARD SQ. COFFEE URN 1,196.20$              

3144 8 QT. RECT. PILLARD CHAFER 1,819.40$              

3145 5 GAL. P2 COFFEE URN 1,472.00$              

3148 8 QT. ROUND PILLARD CHAFER 1,776.00$              

3153
Java Collection Square Coffee Urn, 3-1/2 gallon, P2 style, contemporary style knob/final and spigot, 

sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel
1,365.20$              

3201FS-SS 1.5 GAL. FREEDOM COFFEE URN 2,406.40$              

3201-L 1.5 GAL. LUMINOUS COFFEE URN 2,297.00$              

3201LH-SS 1.5 GAL. LION HEAD COFFEE URN 2,297.00$              

3201QA-SS 1.5 GAL. QA COFFEE URN 2,406.40$              

3202FP 4 QT. HALF SIZE FOOD PAN 258.20$                 

3203FS-SS 3 GALLON FREEDOM COFFEE URN 2,583.80$              

3203-L 3 GAL. LUMINOUS COFFEE URN 2,466.40$              

3203LH-SS 3 GAL. LION HEAD COFFEE URN 2,466.40$              

3203QA-SS 3 GALLON QUEEN ANNE COFFEE URN 2,583.80$              

3205FS-SS 5 GALLON FREEDOM COFFEE URN 3,066.00$              

3205-L 5 GAL. LUMINOUS COFFEE URN 2,926.60$              

3205LH-SS 5 GALLON LION HEAD COFFEE URN 2,926.60$              

3205QA-SS 5 GALLON QUEEN ANNE COFFEE URN 3,066.00$              

32304-LG 6 QT. SQUARE LUMINOUS CHAFER WITH GLASS LID 2,706.60$              

32308-LG 6 QT. ROUND LUMINOUS CHAFER WITH GLASS LID 2,451.80$              

32305-L 8 QT. REC LUMINOUS CHAFER WITH DOME LID 2,583.60$              



32305-LG 8 QT. REC LUMINOUS CHAFER WITH GLASS LID 2,583.60$              

3257A/T ALUMINUM GRIDDLE TOP ONLY FOR #3257G 716.60$                 

3257G GRILL STAND - PARK AVE LEGS WITH GRILL MEDIUM SIZE 1,389.60$              

3258A/T ALUMINUM GRIDDLE TOP ONLY FOR #3258G 41.5" 863.00$                 

3258A GRILL STAND - PARK AVE LEGS WITH GRIDDLE TOP 2,187.60$              

3258G GRILL STAND - PARK AVE LEGS WITH GRILL LARGE SIZE 1,823.80$              

3259A GRILL STAND - PILLARD LEGS WITH GRIDDLE TOP 2,187.60$              

3259G GRILL STAND - PILLARD LEGS WITH GRILL LARGE SIZE 1,823.80$              

3260 REVO ROUND STAND WITH ALUMINUM AND GRATE TOP 1,216.80$              

3260-AT REVO ROUND GRIDDLE TOP ONLY FOR #3260 OR LIVE ERA 191.20$                 

3261H COLLAPSIBLE HAMMERED Butane COVER UP 215.40$                 

3264HG HAMMERED COVER UP 641.00$                 

3265G-SS ALL S/S COVER-UP WITH GRATES 740.40$                 

3271 Stainless Steel Round Grill Stand orbit large 343.20$                 

3272 Stainless Steel Mini Grill Stand orbit mini 100.60$                 

3604FS-SS 8 QT. OBLONG ALL S/S CHAFER 3,630.00$              

3608FS-SS 8 QT. ROUND ALL S/S CHAFER CALL FOR PRICE

3704LH-SS 8 QT. OBLONG ALL S/S CHAFER CALL FOR PRICE

3708LH-SS 8 QT. ROUND LION HEAD CHAFER CALL FOR PRICE

3914 6 QT. SQUARE INDUCTION CHAFER W/ DOME LID- VESSEL ONLY 1,199.40$              

3914FP 6 QT. SQUARE INSERT PAN 212.80$                 

3914G/S 6 QT. SQUARE INDUCTION GLASS CHAFER - WITH STAND 1,811.20$              

3914G 6 QT. SQUARE INDUCTION CHAFER W/ GLASS DOME LID- VESSEL ONLY 1,319.20$              

3914S 6 QT. SQUARE INDUCTION CHAFER - WITH STAND 1,757.60$              

3915 8 QT. REC. INDUCTION CHAFER W/ HINGED DOME LID- VESSEL ONLY 1,550.80$              

3915S 8 QT. REC. INDUCTION CHAFER - WITH STAND 2,026.40$              

3915G 8 QT. RECT. INDUCTION CHAFING DISH W/ GLASS DOME LID- VESSEL ONLY 1,550.80$              

3918 6 QT. ROUND INDUCTION CHAFER W/ S/S DOME LID- VESSEL ONLY 1,199.40$              

3918G 6 QT. ROUND INDUCTION CHAFER W/ GLASS DOME LID- VESSEL ONLY 1,319.20$              

3918G/S 6 QT. ROUND INDUCTION GLASS /W STAND 1,815.40$              

3918S 6 QT. ROUND INDUCTION /W STAND 1,757.60$              

3934

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., square, without stand, includes: Stainless steel lid with drip 

free feature, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock 

system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel

1,819.40$              

3934G

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., square, without stand, includes: hinged glass lid with drip 

free feature, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock 

system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel

1,819.40$              

3934GS

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., square, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, 

Freedom style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil 

holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 

stainless steel

2,687.80$              

3934GPL

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., square, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, 

Pillared style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil 

holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 

stainless steel

2,687.80$              

3934PL

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., square, includes: Stainless Steel lid with drip free feature, 

Pillared style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil 

holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 

stainless steel

2,687.80$              

3934S

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., square, includes: Stainless Steel lid with drip free feature, 

Freedom style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil 

holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 

stainless steel

2,687.80$              

3935

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 8 qt., oblong vessel, without stand, includes: hinged lid with drip 

free feature, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock 

system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel

2,383.80$              



3935G

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 8 qt., oblong vessel, without stand, includes: hinged glass lid with 

drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock 

system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel

2,383.80$              

3935GS

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 8 qt., oblong vessel, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free 

feature, Freedom style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip 

on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 

18/10 stainless steel

3,208.80$              

3935GPL

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 8 qt., oblong vessel, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free 

feature, Pillard style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on 

utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 

18/10 stainless steel

3,208.80$              

3938

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., round, without stand, includes: Stainless Steel with drip free 

feature, food pan, vessel works as a water water pan, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock 

system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel

1,819.40$              

3938G

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., round, without stand, includes: hinged glass lid with drip 

free feature, food pan, vessel works as a water water pan, removable clip on utensil holder, brake 

lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel

1,819.40$              

3938GPL

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., round, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, 

Pillared style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil 

holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 

stainless steel

2,687.80$              

3938GS

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., round, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, 

Freedom style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil 

holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 

stainless steel

2,687.80$              

3938PL

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., round, includes: Stainless Steel with drip free feature, 

Pillard style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil 

holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 

stainless steel

2,687.80$              

3938S

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., round, includes: Stainless Steel lid with drip free feature, 

Freedom style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil 

holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 

stainless steel

2,687.80$              

3939

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., round, without stand, includes: hinged Stainless Steel lid 

with drip free feature, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, removable clip on utensil holder, brake 

lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel

1,693.60$              

3939G

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., round, without stand, includes: hinged glass lid with drip 

free feature, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock 

system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel

1,693.60$              

3939GPL

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., round, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, 

Pillared style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil 

holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 

stainless steel

2,561.80$              

3939PL

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., round, includes: hinged Stainless Steel lid with drip free 

feature, Pillared style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on 

utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 

18/10 stainless steel

2,561.80$              

3939GS

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., round, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, 

Freedom style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil 

holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 

stainless steel

2,561.80$              

3939S

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., round, includes: hinged Stainless Steel lid with drip free 

feature, Freedom style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip 

on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 

18/10 stainless steel

2,561.80$              



3964GPL

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., square, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, 

Pillared style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil 

holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 

stainless steel

2,561.80$              

3964PL

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., square, includes: hinged Stainless Steel lid with drip free 

feature, Pillared style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on 

utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 

18/10 stainless steel

2,561.80$              

3964GS

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., square, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, 

Freedom style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil 

holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 

stainless steel

2,561.80$              

3964S

Crown Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., square, includes: hinged Stainless Steel lid with drip free 

feature, Freedom style stand, food pan, vessel works as a water pan, sterno holder, removable clip 

on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as chafer tabletop, 

18/10 stainless steel

2,561.80$              

3944/S 6 QT. SQUARE INDUCTION CHAFER - WITH STAND 1,757.60$              

3944G/S 6 QT. SQUARE INDUCTION GLASS CHAFER - WITH STAND 1,811.20$              

3945G/S 8 QT. REC. INDUCTION GLASS CHAFER - WITH STAND 2,109.00$              

3945/S 8 QT. REC. INDUCTION CHAFER - WITH STAND 2,026.40$              

3948/S 6 QT. ROUND INDUCTION CHAFER /W STAND 1,757.60$              

3948G/S 6 QT. ROUND INDUCTION CHAFER WITH GLASS /W STAND 1,815.40$              

3954G/S 6 QT. SQUARE INDUCTION CHAFER WITH GLASS /W STAND 1,811.20$              

3954/S 6 QT. SQUARE INDUCTION CHAFER WITH STAND 1,757.60$              

3955/S 8 QT. SQUARE INDUCTION CHAFER WITH STAND 2,026.40$              

3955G/S 8 QT. SQUARE INDUCTION CHAFER WITH GLASS W/ STAND 2,109.00$              

3958G/S 6 QT. ROUND INDUCTION CHAFER WITH GLASS /W STAND 1,815.40$              

3958S 6 QT. ROUND INDUCTION CHAFER /W STAND 1,757.60$              

3974GS

Jazz Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., square, with Pillar'd leg style stand, contemporary style glass 

hinged cover, induction or sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, (vessel itself is the water 

pan) can be used with electric heating element (sold separately), induction compatible using 1800 

watts, 18/10 stainless steel

2,670.40$              

3974S

Jazz Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., square, with Pillar'd leg style stand, contemporary style hinged 

cover, induction or sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, (vessel itself is the water pan) 

can be used with electric heating element (sold separately), induction compatible using 1800 watts, 

18/10 stainless steel

2,670.40$              

3975GS

Jazz Collection Induction Chafer, 8 qt., rectangular, with Pillar'd leg style stand, contemporary style 

glass hinged cover, induction or sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, (vessel itself is the 

water pan) can be used with electric heating element (sold separately), induction compatible using 

1800 watts, 18/10 stainless steel

2,887.60$              

3975S

Jazz Collection Induction Chafer, 8 qt., rectangular, with Pillar'd leg style stand, contemporary style 

hinged cover, induction or sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, (vessel itself is the water 

pan) can be used with electric heating element (sold separately), induction compatible using 1800 

watts, 18/10 stainless steel

2,887.60$              

3977GS

Jazz Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., square, with Pillar'd leg style stand, contemporary style glass 

hinged cover, induction or sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, (vessel itself is the water 

pan) can be used with electric heating element (sold separately), induction compatible using 1800 

watts, 18/10 stainless steel

2,398.60$              

3977S

Jazz Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., square, with Pillar'd leg style stand, contemporary style hinged 

cover, induction or sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, (vessel itself is the water pan) 

can be used with electric heating element (sold separately), induction compatible using 1800 watts, 

18/10 stainless steel

2,398.60$              

3978GS

Jazz Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., round, with Pillar'd leg style stand, contemporary style glass 

hinged cover, induction or sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, (vessel itself is the water 

pan) can be used with electric heating element (sold separately), induction compatible using 1800 

watts, 18/10 stainless steel

2,388.20$              

3978S

Jazz Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., round, with Pillar'd leg style stand, contemporary style 

stainless steel hinged cover, induction or sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, (vessel 

itself is the water pan) can be used with electric heating element (sold separately), induction 

compatible using 1800 watts, 18/10 stainless steel

2,388.20$              



3979GS

Jazz Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., round, with Pillar'd leg style stand, contemporary style glass 

hinged cover, induction or sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, (vessel itself is the water 

pan) can be used with electric heating element (sold separately),induction compatible using 1800 

watts, 18/10 stainless steel

2,257.80$              

3979S

Jazz Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., round, with Pillar'd leg style stand, contemporary style hinged 

cover, induction or sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, (vessel itself is the water pan) 

can be used with electric heating element (sold separately),induction compatible using 1800 watts, 

18/10 stainless steel

2,257.80$              

5113 13" Heavy Duty Bar Tray 225.80$                 

5314H 14" HAMMERED SQUARE TRAY 264.60$                 

5316H 16" HAMMERED SQUARE TRAY 310.00$                 

5318H 18" HAMMERED SQUARE TRAY 401.20$                 

5411H BROOKLYN SQUARE TRAY 11" X 11" HAMMERED 118.40$                 

5413 BROOKLYN SQUARE TRAY 13" X 13" SHINY 132.00$                 

5413H BROOKLYN SQUARE TRAY 13" X 13" HAMMERED 140.40$                 

5414 ROUND GRANDEUR TRAY 14" 162.20$                 

5415 BROOKLYN SQUARE TRAY 15" X 15" SHINY 157.20$                 

5415H BROOKLYN SQUARE TRAY 15" X 15" HAMMERED 182.40$                 

5416 GRANDEUR TRAY 16" 181.80$                 

5420 GRANDEUR TRAY 20" 281.20$                 

5490 RECTANGULAR GRANDEUR TRAY 686.20$                 

5491 RECTANGULAR GRANDEUR TRAY 21x13 282.40$                 

5493 18" X 12" STAINLESS STEEL RECTANGULAR HAMMERED TRAY 168.80$                 

5497 RECTANGULAR BROOKLYN TRAY 19" X 13" 258.80$                 

5510 10" S/S SCROLL SHAPED DISPLAY TRAY 156.40$                 

5515 15" S/S SCROLL SHAPED DISPLAY TRAY 208.40$                 

5701 SKILLET PAN 2.5 Qt 325.80$                 

5702 WOK PAN 5 Qt 325.80$                 

5703  Stainless Steel Hammered Pot 6 Qt 325.80$                 

7000H Stainless Steel Hammered Double Wall Insulated Tub 16" D x 10" H 641.00$                 

7001 3 GAL. S/S ICE CREAM SYSTEM 1,689.20$              

7003 CUSTOM TRPPLE ICE CREAM UNIT 6,426.20$              

7004 4" S/S PAUL REVERE BOWL 63.80$                   

7005 DOUBLE ICE CREAM UNIT 4,298.60$              

7006 6" S/S PAUL REVERE BOWL 88.00$                   

7007 DOUBLE ICE CREAM UNIT -OVAL SHAPE 5,123.60$              

7008 8" S/S PAUL REVERE BOWL 102.20$                 

7010 10" S/S PAUL REVERE BOWL 134.60$                 

7012 12" PAUL REVERE BOWL S/S 161.60$                 

7014 insulated bucket 814.20$                 

7043H 3 GAL HAMMERED INSULATED ICE BOWL 455.00$                 

7108 25 OZ. SQUARE REVERE BOWL 95.80$                   

7110 48 OZ SQUARE EDGED REVERE BOWL 134.60$                 

7112 72 OZ SQUARE REVERE BOWL 148.20$                 

7206 6" HAMMERED DUAL ANGELED BOWL 20 OZ. 80.80$                   

7208 8" HAMMERED DUAL ANGELED BOWL 50 OZ 107.60$                 

7210 10" HAMMERED DUAL ANGELED BOWL 115 OZ 157.40$                 

7212 12" HAMMERED DUAL ANGELED BOWL 160 OZ. 188.60$                 

7230 64 oz waisted coffee pot Ballerina Collection 299.60$                 

7240 64 oz coffee pot java collection 393.80$                 

7245 46 oz coffee pot java collection 349.60$                 

7280 ARC COLLECTION COFFEE POT WITH SPOUT 64 OZ. 248.20$                 

7331 stainless steel 10 oz sugar Ballerina collection 86.60$                   

7332 stainless steel 10 oz creamer ballerina collection 97.80$                   

7341 stainless steel 10 oz sugar Java Collectiom 82.60$                   

7342 stainless steel 10 oz creamer Java Collection 104.40$                 

7350 S/S OBLONG SUGAR PACKET HOLDER 57.40$                   

7350RD S/S ROUNDED EDGE SUGAR PACKET HOLDER 57.40$                   

7351 CRESCENT SUGAR PACKET CADDY 57.40$                   

7352 RECTANGULAR HEAVY DUTY SUGAR PACK HOLDER 163.00$                 

7381 STAINLESS STEEL ARC COLLECTION COVERED SUGER BOWL 8 OZ. 60.00$                   



7382 STAINLESS STEEL ARC COLLECTION CREAMER 10 OZ. 60.00$                   

7430 stainless steel 64 oz water pitcher Ballerina Collection 282.20$                 

7440 stainless steel 64 oz water pitcher Java Collection 377.80$                 

7480 ARC COLLECTION WATER PITCHER W/ ICE GUARD 64 OZ. 204.80$                 

7502 2 GALLON JUICE DISPENSER 833.00$                 

7512 2 GALLON PILLAR'D JUICE DISPEN 951.00$                 

7522 2 GALLON P2 JUICE DISPENSER 951.00$                 

7531 .4 LITER TRIUMPH BEVERAGE SERV 199.80$                 

7532 .7 LITER TRIUMPH SERVER 215.00$                 

7533 TRIUMPH 1.0 INSULATED SERVER 239.00$                 

7534 TRIUMPH 1.5 INSULATED SERVER 274.80$                 

7540 64 oz double wall water pitcher 212.80$                 

7540B 64 oz double wall water pitcher brushed finish 254.20$                 

7541 64 0z dounle wall water pitcher 212.80$                 

7541B 64 oz double wall water pitcher brushed finish 262.40$                 

7542 2 Gallon Beverage Dispenser w/ central Ice Chamber 1,126.00$              

7552 2 Gallon Beverage Dispenser w/ central Ice Chamber w/ QUEEN ANNE LEGS 1,074.80$              

7561 1.5 GALLON MILK DISP 1,184.40$              

7562 2 GALLON MILK DISP 1,385.20$              

7572L 2 Gallon Beverage Dispenser w/ central Ice Chamber LUMINOUS 1,194.20$              

7582 2 GALLON MILK DISP WITH CLEAR BODY 1,251.00$              

7592 2 GAL APPLE CIDER BEV DISP 1,194.20$              

7630 3 SECTIONAL CONDIMENT HOLDER 154.80$                 

7650 STAINLESS STEEL SPOON REST 61.00$                   

7670 STAINLESS STEEL RELISH DISH 63.40$                   

7680 5 OZ. STAINLESS STEEL GRAVY 53.80$                   

7681 8 OZ. STAINLESS STEEL GRAVY 64.60$                   

7801 1 1/2 GAL S/S JUICER, ROUND 2,961.00$              

7821 SINGLE CEREAL DISPENSER-PARK 592.80$                 

7822 2 X 1.5 GALLON CEREAL DISP. 1,121.00$              

7900 21" TABLE STAND WINE BUCKET 996.20$                 

7904 Tablestand Collabsable riser holder with insulated bucket 1,081.20$              

7905 Floor stand Collabsable riser holder with insulated bucket 2,119.60$              

7920 INSULATED BUCKET W/LID 192.80$                 

7930 INSULATED SINGLE WINE 147.60$                 

7940 waisted wine bucket 486.40$                 

7950 waisted wine bucket and stand 782.40$                 

7990 35" FLOOR STANDING WINE BUCKET 1,451.20$              

804M HEATING ELEMENT FOR FULL SIZE CHAFER 905.80$                 

805J Electric heating element for jazz 6 qt chafer 672.00$                 

805S Electrich heating element for jazz 4 qt chafer 672.00$                 

9050 yogurt / beverage tub 1,360.60$              

9055 yogurt / beverage tub 1,964.40$              

9170 16" 6 OZ. SERVING LADLE Matt finish 97.80$                   

9171 14.75" LARGE PIE SERVER Matt finish 97.80$                   

9173 13.25" LARGE SERVING SPOON Matt finish 102.40$                 

9174 13.25" LARGE SLOTTED SPOON Matt finish 102.40$                 

9175 14" LARGE CARVING FORK Matt finish 102.40$                 

9176 Pie Server, 14-1/2", slotted, stainless steel 102.40$                 

9180 10" SERVING SPOON Matt finish 76.60$                   

9181 10" SLOTTED SPOON Matt finish 76.60$                   

9182 10" SERVING FORK Matt finish 76.60$                   

9183 10" PIE SERVER Matt finish 76.60$                   

9184 10.5" LADLE- 1 OZ. Matt finish 74.00$                   

9325 10" STAINLESS STEEL LACE TRAY 97.80$                   

9328 12" HAMMERED BOWL 182.00$                 

9329 4 QT. SALAD BOWL INSULATED 201.60$                 

9330 12" STAINLESS STEEL INSULATED HAMMERED BOWL 169.40$                 

9331 13" STAINLESS STEEL INSULATED HAMMERED SALAD BOWL 169.40$                 

9334 STAINLESS STEEL HAMMERED BREAD TRAY 13.5" X 7" 95.60$                   

9335 Multi Hors D'oeuvres Tray Holder, 18" x 12" x 4"H, hammered, 18/10 stainless steel 299.60$                 



9336
Mulit Hors D'oeuvres Passing Tray Holder, 13-1/2"W x 13-1/2"D x 1-1/2"H, petite flower design with 

13 petals, 18/10 stainless steel
412.60$                 

9340 Stainless steel 8" x 8" Bread Basket 83.80$                   

9341 Stainless steel 11.5" x 8" Bread Basket 104.80$                 

9370 square laser cut heart basket 91.20$                   

9380 mini geometric bowl 69.60$                   

9381 large geometric bowl 104.40$                 

9410 STAINLESS STEEL PLATE COVER 219.00$                 

9412 STAINLESS STEEL PLATE COVER 245.00$                 

9445 12" branch Tray ALUMINUM 104.40$                 

9450 DRIP CATCH TRAY 84.80$                   

9501 S/S MENU CLIP HOLDER 85.00$                   

9504 6" STAINLESS STEEL MENU STAND 63.80$                   

9541 10" S/S SALAD SCISSORS TONG 130.20$                 

9542 BRASS ID TAG 73.60$                   

9542-SS STAINLESS STEEL ID TAG 85.80$                   

9548 S/S HEAVY TONG 81.60$                   

9551 10" S/S SCALLOPED BREAD TONG 86.80$                   

9553 1 OZ. GRAVY LADLE 42.40$                   

9554 7" ICE TONG 60.20$                   

9557 SOUP LADLE 6 OZ. 60.20$                   

9558 2 OZ LADLE 60.20$                   

9559 8" S/S SMALL PASTRY TONG 54.40$                   

9595 8.5" MENU STAND 71.80$                   

9601

Lamp Warmer, single, self standing, 250W type bulb (included), heavy flat square base, locking 

adjustable heights, single on/off switch, for carving station, stainless steel, polished finish, 120V/60/1-

ph, 2.1 amps, NEMA 5-15P, 51" cord

1,428.60$              

9602

Lamp Warmer, double, self standing, (2) 250W type bulb (included), heavy flat square base, locking 

adjustable heights, single on/off switch, for carving station, stainless steel, polished finish, 120V/60/1-

ph, 4.2 amps, NEMA 5-15P, 51" cord

1,909.60$              

9611

Lamp Warmer, single, self standing, 250W type bulb (included), square base and post, swivel neck, 

single on/off switch, for carving station, stainless steel, polished finish, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, 

NEMA 5-15P

1,294.00$              

9612

Lamp Warmer, double, self standing, (2) 250W type bulb (included), square base and post, swivel 

neck, single on/off switch, for carving station, stainless steel, polished finish, 120V/60/1-ph, 4.2 amps, 

NEMA 5-15P

1,645.80$              

9631 SINGLE SELF STANDING LUX LAMP 1,728.00$              

9632 DOUBLE SELF STANDING LUX LAMP 1,873.80$              

9641 SINGLE SELF STANDING CONE LAMP 1,728.00$              

9642 DOUBLE SELF STANDING CONE LAMP 1,873.80$              

9651 SINGLE SELF STANDING P2 LAMP 1,292.00$              

9652 DOUBLE SELF STANDING P2 LAMP 1,628.60$              

9653 BUTCHER BLOCK CARVING BOARD 1,455.40$              

9655 CORIAN CARVING BOARD 1,820.20$              

9660 SNEEZE GUARD SS/GLASS 3,854.40$              

9661 Replacement Corian Carving Board 1,232.40$              

9662 Replacement Wooden Butcher Block 947.00$                 

9663 HEAVY DUTY CHROME SNEEZE GUARD 4,950.00$              

9664 SQUARE TUBING HEAVY DUTY SNEEZE GUARD 4,125.00$              

9665B POLYETHYLENE CARVING BOARD BLACK 1,645.80$              

9665W POLYETHYLENE CARVING BOARD WHITE 1,645.80$              

9670 ROUND BUTCHER BLOCK 820.80$                 

9671

Lamp Warmer, single, self standing, 250W type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, square shade, 

square base, single on/off switch, for carving station, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, NEMA 

5-15P, 72" cord

1,728.00$              

9672 Double square self standing lamp warmer 1,873.80$              

9681
Lamp Warmer, single, 250W type bulb, self standing, flexible lamp head, round shade, round base, 

for carving station, mid/max grade, stainless steel, 120V/60/1ph, 2.1 amps, NEMA 5-15P, 72" cord
951.00$                 



9682

Lamp Warmer, double, (2) 250W type bulb, self standing, flexible lamp head, round shade, round 

base, for carving station, mid/max grade, stainless steel, 120V/60/1ph, 4.2 amps, NEMA 5-15P, 72" 

cord

1,319.20$              

9691

Lamp Warmer, single, self standing, (1) 250 watt type bulb, flexible lamp head, hammered conical 

shade, round base, single on/off switch, for carving station, 72" cord, stainless steel, 120v/60/1-ph, 

2.1 amps, NEMA 5-15P

1,728.00$              

9692

Lamp Warmer, double, self standing, (2) 250 watt type bulb, flexible lamp head, hammered conical 

shade, round base, single on/off switch, for carving station, 72" cord, stainless steel, 120v/60/1-ph, 

2.1 amps, NEMA 5-15P

1,873.80$              

BMW12
Sticky Brick Riser, 9"L x 4"W x 2-3/4"H, rectangular, fully enclosed block with magnet on one side, can 

be used horizontally or vertically, brushed stainless steel (priced per case, 12 each per case)
1,355.60$              

LR-001 live era 12" small stand only 603.60$                 

LR-001MB live era 12" small stand only Powder coated 845.00$                 

LR-002 live era 14" large stand with grates 760.00$                 

LR-002MB live era 14" large stand with grates Powder coated 1,220.00$              

RB-001 Raw Bar 7,164.40$              

ST1765 Square Tabletop Stand-Glass Shelves 3,205.00$              

AC1765 square tabletop Stand-Acrylic Shelves 3,205.00$              

ST1775 W Tabletop Stand-Glass Shelves 2,853.40$              

AC1775 W Tabletop Stand-Acrylic Shelves 2,853.40$              

1750G Sm. Circular Tabletop Stand-Glass Shelves 1,360.60$              

1750AC Sm. Circular Tabletop Stand-Acrylic Shelves 1,360.60$              

1755G Lg. Circular Tabletop Stand-Glass Shelves 1,612.80$              

1755AC Lg. Circular Tabletop Stand-Acrylic Shelves 1,612.80$              

RB-3620 Raw Bar 36.5"L x 20.75"W 3,969.80$              

RB2323 Square Raw Bar- 20.75" 3,060.20$              

39311G Crown Induction Soup Chafer 1,633.60$              

3105 Classic Soup Marmite-4.5 QT 1,530.20$              

3108 Classic Soup Marmite-7 QT 1,732.80$              

3995 Jazz Rock Collection Induction Vessel, 8 Qt, Rectamgular, Hinged Dome Lid 3,349.60$              

3995G Jazz Rock Collection Induction Vessel, 8 Qt, Rectamgular, Hinged Glass Lid 3,428.20$              

3994 Jazz Rock Collection Induction Vessel, 6 Qt,Square, Hinged Dome Lid 2,708.60$              

3994G Jazz Rock Collection Induction Vessel, 6 Qt, Square, Hinged Glass Lid 2,886.40$              

3997 Jazz Rock Collection Induction Vessel, 4 Qt,Square, Hinged Dome Lid 2,456.40$              

3997G Jazz Rock Collection Induction Vessel, 4 Qt, Square, Hinged Glass Lid 2,675.60$              

3998 Jazz Rock Collection Induction Vessel, 6 Qt, Round, Hinged Dome Lid 2,708.60$              

3998G Jazz Rock Collection Induction Vessel, 6 Qt, Round, Hinged Glass Lid 2,886.40$              

3999 Jazz Rock Collection Induction Vessel, 4 Qt, Round, Hinged Dome Lid 2,456.40$              

3999G Jazz Rock Collection Induction Vessel, 4 Qt, Round, Hinged Glass Lid 2,675.60$              

3998STAND Base for 3998 1,013.20$              

3999STAND Base for 3999 1,013.20$              

3994STAND Base for 3994 1,013.20$              

3997STAND Base for 3997 1,013.20$              

3995STAND Base for 3995 1,013.20$              

C1272 protective dust cover for tower 1,488.80$              

C1242 protective dust cover for tower 475.60$                 

C1780 protective dust cover for grandstand 1,344.00$              

WR6811 wine rack, black coated steel 1,567.40$              

SW6810 slotwall pack, black coated steel with 12 brackets 806.40$                 

G3411AC acrylic lighted shelving 723.80$                 

G347AC acrylic lighted shelving 620.40$                 

G1811AC acrylic lighted shelving 570.80$                 

G187AC acrylic lighted shelving 517.00$                 

P6812M mirrored color panel 740.40$                 

P6813FR frosted acrylic color panel 533.60$                 

P6814BK black acrylic color panel 326.80$                 

P6815GR green acrylic color panel 326.80$                 

P6816MW milky white acrylic color panel 533.60$                 

P6818YL yellow acrylic color panel 326.80$                 

P6817OR orange acrylic color panel 326.80$                 



C1760 protective dust cover for cartwheel 1,819.60$              

C1790 protective dust cover for cartwheel 1,819.60$              

C1725 protective dust cover for triangle 1,819.60$              

C1730 protective dust cover for honeycomb 1,488.80$              

C1700 protective dust cover for X 1,571.60$              

C1770 protective dust cover for W 7,443.60$              

C6838 protective dust cover for pram flip cart 930.60$                 

C6839 protective dust cover for round flip cart 930.60$                 

AC1765BK Square tabletop stand- black acrylic shelves 3,369.40$              

AC1750BK circular tabletop stand- black acrylic shelves 1,670.80$              

AC1755BK circular tabletop stand- black acrylic shelves 1,778.20$              

1201 Z design riser 6"H 261.00$                 

1203 Z design riser 12"H 598.40$                 

1710GT Grate for escalate risers 310.20$                 

1710STRAP sterno w/ strap for escalate risers 103.40$                 

1250 bleacher display risers- black acrylic shelving 29"W x 20"D x 7.5"H 1,178.60$              

1250AC bleacher display risers- acrylic shelving 29"W x 20"D x 7.5"H 1,364.60$              

1521L L shape corner solid design 325.80$                 

1522L L shape corner solid design 508.20$                 

1523L L shape corner solid design 677.40$                 

1531X X shape platform 325.80$                 

1532X X shape platform 508.20$                 

1533X X shape platform 677.40$                 

32178GT rectrangle removable grill- grate 22"W x 14"D 455.00$                 

32174GT square removable grill- grate 14" W x 12" D 253.00$                 

32178AT removable teflon top griddle 22"W x 14"D 1,112.40$              

32174AT removable teflon top griddle 14" W x 12" D 514.00$                 

32178W Wood Butcher Block 14" W x 12"D 393.00$                 

32174W Wood Butcher Block 22" W x 14"D 322.60$                 

32178CIND corian adapter w/ drop-in induction heating element 22"W x 14"D 3,163.60$              

32174CIND corian adapter w/ drop-in induction heating element 14"W x 12"D 2,667.40$              

32178AD s/s elevation adapter -$                        

32174AD s/s elevation adapter 268.80$                 

32178 modular buffet lexus action station s/s stand w/ elevation adapter included 1,567.40$              

32178LID s/s brushed lid 575.00$                 

32174LID s/s brushed lid 244.20$                 

32178INS insert- includes water & food pan 620.40$                 

32174INS insert- includes water & food pan 351.60$                 

32178ACL lift off acrylic w/ s/s accent lid 575.00$                 

32174ACL lift off acrylic w/ s/s accent lid 455.00$                 

32178CT removable cheese tray 326.80$                 

32174CT removable cheese tray 202.80$                 

32174 modular buffet lexus action station s/s stand w/ elevation adapter included 1,029.80$              

1541 lexus solid design square cube w/ grate top & sterno shelf adapter 508.20$                 

1542 lexus solid design square cube w/ grate top & sterno shelf adapter 761.00$                 

1543 lexus solid design square cube w/ grate top & sterno shelf adapter 994.40$                 

3255G grill stand w/ removable grill top, P2 square legs 1,823.80$              

3256G grill stand w/ removable grill top, pillard legs 1,389.60$              

3249G grill stand w/ removable grill top, P2 square legs 1,389.60$              

3964G 4 qt. square vessel w/ hinged glass lid 1,693.60$              

3964 4 qt. square vessel w/ hinged s/s lid 1,693.60$              

3935S 8 qt. rectangular chafer w/ s/s hinged lid complete w/ stand 3,208.80$              

3915GS 8 qt. rectangular chafer w/ glass hinged lid complete w/ stand 2,109.00$              

3935PL 8 qt. rectangular chafer w/ s/s hinged lid complete w/ stand 3,208.80$              

3964FP 4 qt. half size square s/s food pan 202.80$                 

HE934 heating element for square 6 & 8 qt. induction chafers 1,344.00$              

HE938 heating element for round 6 & 8 qt. induction chafers 1,344.00$              

PFP118 6-8 qt. round porcelain food pan 297.80$                 

PFP119 4 qt. round porcelain food pan 281.20$                 

PFP114 6 qt. square porcelain food pan 264.80$                 

PFP117 4 qt. square porcelain food pan 202.80$                 



PFP115 8 qt. rectangular porcelain food pan 310.20$                 

PFP110 8 qt. round divided porcelain food pan 322.60$                 

39311STAND s/s pillard stand for crown induction soup chafer 1,013.20$              

39811G 11 qt. s/s induction soup chafer w/ hinged glass lid 2,828.60$              

39811STAND s/s pillard stand for jazz rock induction soup chafer 1,013.20$              

3201PL-SS 1 gal. 18/10 s/s heavy duty pillard coffee urn 2,406.40$              

3203PL-SS 3 gal. 18/10 s/s heavy duty pillard coffee urn 2,583.80$              

3205PL-SS 5 gal. 18/10 s/s heavy duty pillard coffee urn 3,066.00$              

7041 square singular ice cream unit 3,515.00$              

5412 12" round solid design s/s tray w/ classic border 144.80$                 

9371 laser cut design round basket 73.80$                   

9372 laser cut design round basket 82.60$                   

3277 Lexus raised interconnecting butane stove cover-up 1,194.20$              

ST1765MB
tabletop display stand, 38 3/8W" x 9 7/8"D x 31 1/2"H, One-piece, modern multi level design, 

lightweight, double sided service, includes 8 glass shelves, XYLO Black Coated Stainless steel
5,127.80$              

ST1765CP
tabletop display stand, 38 3/8W" x 9 7/8"D x 31 1/2"H, One-piece, modern multi level design, 

lightweight, double sided service, includes 8 glass shelves, XYLO Copper Coated Stainless steel
5,479.20$              

ST1765RZ
tabletop display stand, 38 3/8W" x 9 7/8"D x 31 1/2"H, One-piece, modern multi level design, 

lightweight, double sided service, includes 8 glass shelves, XYLO Bronze Coated Stainless steel
5,562.00$              

AC1765MB
tabletop display stand, 38 3/8W" x 9 7/8"D x 31 1/2"H, One-piece, modern multi level design, 

lightweight, double sided service, includes 8 Acrylic shelves, XYLO Black Coated Stainless steel
5,127.80$              

AC1765CP
tabletop display stand, 38 3/8W" x 9 7/8"D x 31 1/2"H, One-piece, modern multi level design, 

lightweight, double sided service, includes 8 Acrylic shelves, XYLO Copper Coated Stainless steel
5,479.20$              

AC1765RZ
tabletop display stand, 38 3/8W" x 9 7/8"D x 31 1/2"H, One-piece, modern multi level design, 

lightweight, double sided service, includes 8 Acrylic shelves, XYLO Bronze Coated Stainless steel
5,562.00$              

AC1765BKMB
tabletop display stand, 38 3/8W" x 9 7/8"D x 31 1/2"H, One-piece, modern multi level design, 

lightweight, double sided service, includes 8 Black Acrylic shelves, XYLO Black Coated Stainless steel
5,334.60$              

1755GB
Circular Tabletop Display, large, 3 level, 33"W x 13 5/8" x 27 1/2"H, modern design, double sided 

service, includes 3 glass shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, brushed stand
1,819.60$              

1755GMB
Circular Tabletop Display, large, 3 level, 33"W x 13 5/8" x 27 1/2"H, modern design, double sided 

service, includes 3 glass shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Black coated finish
2,766.60$              

1755GCP
Circular Tabletop Display, large, 3 level, 33"W x 13 5/8" x 27 1/2"H, modern design, double sided 

service, includes 3 glass shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Copper coated finish
3,118.00$              

1755GRZ
Circular Tabletop Display, large, 3 level, 33"W x 13 5/8" x 27 1/2"H, modern design, double sided 

service, includes 3 glass shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Bronze coated finish
3,200.80$              

1755ACB
Circular Tabletop Display, large, 3 level, 33"W x 13 5/8" x 27 1/2"H, modern design, double sided 

service, includes 3 acrylic shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, brushed stand
1,819.60$              

1755ACMB
Circular Tabletop Display, large, 3 level, 33"W x 13 5/8" x 27 1/2"H, modern design, double sided 

service, includes 3 acrylic shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Black coated finish
2,766.60$              

1755ACCP
Circular Tabletop Display, large, 3 level, 33"W x 13 5/8" x 27 1/2"H, modern design, double sided 

service, includes 3 acrylic shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Copper coated finish
3,118.00$              

1755ACRZ
Circular Tabletop Display, large, 3 level, 33"W x 13 5/8" x 27 1/2"H, modern design, double sided 

service, includes 3 acrylic shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Bronze coated finish
3,200.80$              

AC1755BK
Circular Tabletop Display, large, 3 level, 33"W x 13 5/8" x 27 1/2"H, modern design, double sided 

service, includes 3 black acrylic shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel,
1,778.20$              

AC1755BKMB
Circular Tabletop Display, large, 3 level, 33"W x 13 5/8" x 27 1/2"H, modern design, double sided 

service, includes 3 black acrylic shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Black Coated finish
2,936.00$              

1750GB
Circular Tabletop Display, small, 3 level, 23 1/2 "W x 9 1/2"D x 21"H, modern design, double sided 

service, includes 3 glass shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, brushed stand
1,567.40$              

1750GMB
Circular Tabletop Display, small, 3 level, 23 1/2 "W x 9 1/2"D x 21"H, modern design, double sided 

service, includes 3 glass shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, Xylo Black Coated finish
2,311.60$              

1750GCP
Circular Tabletop Display, small, 3 level, 23 1/2 "W x 9 1/2"D x 21"H, modern design, double sided 

service, includes 3 glass shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, Xylo copper Coated finish
2,559.80$              

1750GRZ
Circular Tabletop Display, small, 3 level, 23 1/2 "W x 9 1/2"D x 21"H, modern design, double sided 

service, includes 3 glass shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, Xylo Bronze Coated finish
2,642.60$              

1750ACB
Circular Tabletop Display, small, 3 level, 23 1/2 "W x 9 1/2"D x 21"H, modern design, double sided 

service, includes 3 acrylic shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, brushed Stand
1,567.40$              



1750ACMB
Circular Tabletop Display, small, 3 level, 23 1/2 "W x 9 1/2"D x 21"H, modern design, double sided 

service, includes 3 acrylic shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, Xylo Black Coated finish
2,311.60$              

1750ACCP
Circular Tabletop Display, small, 3 level, 23 1/2 "W x 9 1/2"D x 21"H, modern design, double sided 

service, includes 3 acrylic shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, Xylo Copper Coated finish
2,559.80$              

1750ACRZ
Circular Tabletop Display, small, 3 level, 23 1/2 "W x 9 1/2"D x 21"H, modern design, double sided 

service, includes 3 acrylic shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, Xylo bronze Coated finish
2,642.60$              

AC1750BK
Circular Tabletop Display, small, 3 level, 23 1/2 "W x 9 1/2"D x 21"H, modern design, double sided 

service, includes 3 black Acrylic shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel
1,670.80$              

AC1750BKMB
Circular Tabletop Display, small, 3 level, 23 1/2 "W x 9 1/2"D x 21"H, modern design, double sided 

service, includes 3 black Acrylic shelves, heavy duty 18/10 stainless steel, Black Coated Finish
2,435.80$              

1201MB
6” Z design riser, extra heavy stainless steel, stand alone with interconnecting options, open, airy 

design, nesting for storage, Black Coated
527.40$                 

1201CP
6” Z design riser, extra heavy stainless steel, stand alone with interconnecting options, open, airy 

design, nesting for storage, Copper Coated
527.40$                 

1201RZ
6” Z design riser, extra heavy stainless steel, stand alone with interconnecting options, open, airy 

design, nesting for storage, Bronze Coated
527.40$                 

1203MB
12” Z design riser, extra heavy stainless steel, stand alone with interconnecting options, open, airy 

design, nesting for storage, Black Coated
1,230.40$              

1203CP
12” Z design riser, extra heavy stainless steel, stand alone with interconnecting options, open, airy 

design, nesting for storage, Copper Coated
1,230.40$              

1203RZ
12” Z design riser, extra heavy stainless steel, stand alone with interconnecting options, open, airy 

design, nesting for storage, Bronze Coated
1,230.40$              

1710B
Escalate riser, 10"W x 10"D x 6 1/2"H, 6 layer, includes grate and sterno holder, stainless steel, 

Brushed Finish
649.40$                 

1710MB
Escalate riser, 10"W x 10"D x 6 1/2"H, 6 layer, includes grate and sterno holder, stainless steel, XYLO 

black coated finish
926.40$                 

1710CP
Escalate riser, 10"W x 10"D x 6 1/2"H, 6 layer, includes grate and sterno holder, stainless steel, XYLO 

copper coated finish
1,029.80$              

1710RZ
Escalate riser, 10"W x 10"D x 6 1/2"H, 6 layer, includes grate and sterno holder, stainless steel, XYLO 

bronze coated finish
1,112.40$              

1715B
Escalate riser, 10"W x 10"D x 9"H, 8 layer, includes grate and sterno holder, stainless steel, Brushed 

Finish
805.80$                 

1715MB
Escalate riser, 10"W x 10"D x 9"H, 8 layer, includes grate and sterno holder, stainless steel, XYLO 

Black coated finish
1,149.60$              

1715CP
Escalate riser, 10"W x 10"D x 9"H, 8 layer, includes grate and sterno holder, stainless steel, XYLO 

copper coated Finish
1,273.80$              

1715RZ
Escalate riser, 10"W x 10"D x 9"H, 8 layer, includes grate and sterno holder, stainless steel, XYLO 

bronze coated Finish
1,335.80$              

1720B
Escalate riser, 10"W x 10"D x 14"H, 12 layer, includes grate and sterno holder, stainless steel, Brushed 

Finish
1,159.60$              

1720MB
Escalate riser, 10"W x 10"D x 14"H, 12 layer, includes grate and sterno holder, stainless steel, XYLO 

Black coated finish
1,646.00$              

1720CP
Escalate riser, 10"W x 10"D x 14"H, 12 layer, includes grate and sterno holder, stainless steel, XYLO 

copper coated Finish
1,770.00$              

1720RZ
Escalate riser, 10"W x 10"D x 14"H, 12 layer, includes grate and sterno holder, stainless steel, XYLO 

bronze coated Finish
1,832.00$              

1721LB Lexus Ridge Design Riser, 5"H, L" shaped, integrating, multi level, s/s, 2 per set , brushed finish 405.40$                 

1722LB Lexus Ridge Design Riser, 10"H, L" shaped, integrating, multi level, s/s, 2 per set , brushed finish 641.00$                 

1723LB Lexus Ridge Design Riser, 15"H, L" shaped, integrating, multi level, s/s, 2 per set , brushed finish 847.80$                 

1731XB Lexus Ridge Design Riser, 5"H, X" shaped, integrating, multi level, s/s, 2 per set , brushed finish 405.40$                 

1732XB Lexus Ridge Design Riser, 10"H, X" shaped, integrating, multi level, s/s, 2 per set , brushed finish 641.00$                 

1733XB Lexus Ridge Design Riser, 15"H, X" shaped, integrating, multi level, s/s, 2 per set , brushed finish 847.80$                 

1521LB Lexus Solid Design Riser, 5"H, L" shaped, integrating, multi level, s/s, 2 per set , brushed finish 405.40$                 

1522LB Lexus Solid Design Riser, 10"H, L" shaped, integrating, multi level, s/s, 2 per set , brushed finish 608.00$                 

1523LB
Lexus Solid Design Riser, 15"H, L" shaped, integrating, multi level, s/s, 2 per set , brushed finish 

(please add all glass shelving by confuration, same lime 1723L)
777.60$                 

1531XB Lexus Solid Design Riser, 5"H, X" shaped, integrating, multi level, s/s, 2 per set , brushed finish 405.40$                 



1532XB Lexus Solid Design Riser, 10"H, X" shaped, integrating, multi level, s/s, 2 per set , brushed finish 608.00$                 

1533XB Lexus Solid Design Riser, 15"H, X" shaped, integrating, multi level, s/s, 2 per set , brushed finish 777.60$                 

32174RIDGEB
Lexus ridge design modular buffet stand, 4 Qt., 14"W x 12"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, 

grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 Brushed S/S
1,340.00$              

32174B
Lexus solid design modular buffet stand, 4 Qt., 14"W x 12"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, 

grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 Brushed S/S
1,340.00$              

32174RIDGEMB
Lexus ridge design modular buffet stand, 4 Qt., 14"W x 12"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, 

grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 S/S, XYLO Black coated finish
1,550.80$              

32174RIDGECP
Lexus ridge design modular buffet stand, 4 Qt., 14"W x 12"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, 

grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 S/S, XYLO copper coated finish
1,757.60$              

32174RIDGERZ
Lexus ridge design modular buffet stand, 4 Qt., 14"W x 12"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, 

grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 S/S, XYLO bronze coated finish
1,840.40$              

32174MB
Lexus solid design modular buffet stand, 4 Qt., 14"W x 12"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, 

grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 S/S, XYLO Black coated finish
1,550.80$              

32174CP
Lexus solid design modular buffet stand, 4 Qt., 14"W x 12"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, 

grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 S/S, XYLO copper coated finish
1,757.60$              

32174RZ
Lexus solid design modular buffet stand, 4 Qt., 14"W x 12"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, 

grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 S/S, XYLO bronze coated finish
1,840.40$              

32178RIDGEB
Lexus ridge design modular buffet stand, 8 Qt., 22"W x 14"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, 

grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 Brushed S/S
1,960.20$              

32178B
Lexus solid design modular buffet stand, 8 Qt., 22"W x 14"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, 

grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 Brushed S/S
1,960.20$              

32178RIDGEMB
Lexus ridge design modular buffet stand, 8 Qt., 22"W x 14"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, 

grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 S/S, XYLO Black Coated finish
2,311.60$              

32178RIDGECP
Lexus ridge design modular buffet stand, 8 Qt., 22"W x 14"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, 

grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 S/S, XYLO Copper Coated finish
2,559.80$              

32178RIDGERZ
Lexus ridge design modular buffet stand, 8 Qt., 22"W x 14"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, 

grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 S/S, XYLO bronze Coated finish
2,642.60$              

32178MB
Lexus solid design modular buffet stand, 8 Qt., 22"W x 14"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, 

grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 S/S, XYLO Black Coated finish
2,311.60$              

32178CP
Lexus solid design modular buffet stand, 8 Qt., 22"W x 14"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, 

grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 S/S, XYLO Copper Coated finish
2,559.80$              

32178RZ
Lexus solid design modular buffet stand, 8 Qt., 22"W x 14"D x 9"H, one piece construction, chafer, 

grill & griddle pan capabilities, 18/10 S/S, XYLO bronze Coated finish
2,642.60$              

1741B
Lexus Ridge design connectign riser stand, 8"W x 8"D x 5"H, integrates with L and X risers, sterno clip 

in shelf. For use as heated or cold riser, grate top, 18/10 stainless steel, Brushed Finish
612.20$                 

1741MB
Lexus Ridge design connectign riser stand, 8"W x 8"D x 5"H, integrates with L and X risers, sterno clip 

in shelf. For use as heated or cold riser, grate top, 18/10 stainless steel, Xylo black coated finish
909.80$                 

1741CP
Lexus Ridge design connectign riser stand, 8"W x 8"D x 5"H, integrates with L and X risers, sterno clip 

in shelf. For use as heated or cold riser, grate top, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Copper coated finish
971.80$                 

1741RZ
Lexus Ridge design connectign riser stand, 8"W x 8"D x 5"H, integrates with L and X risers, sterno clip 

in shelf. For use as heated or cold riser, grate top, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Bronze coated finish
806.40$                 

1742B
Lexus ridge design connecting riser stand, sterno clip in shelf. For use as heated or cold riser, grate 

top, 18/10 stainless steel, brushed finish
926.40$                 

1742MB
Lexus Ridge design connectign riser stand, 8"W x 8"D x 10"H, integrates with L and X risers, sterno 

clip in shelf. For use as heated or cold riser, grate top, 18/10 stainless steel, Xylo black coated finish
1,344.00$              

1742CP

Lexus Ridge design connectign riser stand, 8"W x 8"D x 10"H, integrates with L and X risers, sterno 

clip in shelf. For use as heated or cold riser, grate top, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Copper coated 

finish

1,406.00$              

1742RZ

Lexus Ridge design connectign riser stand, 8"W x 8"D x 10"H, integrates with L and X risers, sterno 

clip in shelf. For use as heated or cold riser, grate top, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Bronze coated 

finish

1,220.00$              

1743B
Lexus Ridge design connectign riser stand, 8"W x 8"D x 15"H, integrates with L and X risers, sterno 

clip in shelf. For use as heated or cold riser, grate top, 18/10 stainless steel, Brushed Finish
1,232.40$              



1743MB
Lexus Ridge design connectign riser stand, 8"W x 8"D x 15"H, integrates with L and X risers, sterno 

clip in shelf. For use as heated or cold riser, grate top, 18/10 stainless steel, Xylo black coated finish
1,567.40$              

1743CP

Lexus Ridge design connectign riser stand, 8"W x 8"D x 15"H, integrates with L and X risers, sterno 

clip in shelf. For use as heated or cold riser, grate top, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Copper coated 

finish

1,629.40$              

1743RZ

Lexus Ridge design connectign riser stand, 8"W x 8"D x 15"H, integrates with L and X risers, sterno 

clip in shelf. For use as heated or cold riser, grate top, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO Bronze coated 

finish

1,443.20$              

3265GB
Butane Stove cover-up, fits most standard stoves, id: 10.5"L x 3.5"H x 13.75"W, custom sizes 

available, Stainless steel brushed finish
1,319.20$              

3265GMB
Butane Stove cover-up, fits most standard stoves, id: 10.5"L x 3.5"H x 13.75"W, custom sizes 

available, XYLO black coated finish
1,600.40$              

3265GCP
Butane Stove cover-up, fits most standard stoves, id: 10.5"L x 3.5"H x 13.75"W, custom sizes 

available, XYLO copper coated finish
1,765.80$              

3265GRZ
Butane Stove cover-up, fits most standard stoves, id: 10.5"L x 3.5"H x 13.75"W, custom sizes 

available, XYLO brinze coated finish
1,827.80$              

LR-002CP
live era action stand, 14" dia x 8.5" H, large, with grate, use with sterno, heavy duty, stainless steel, 

XYLO Copper coated finish
1,220.00$              

LR-002RZ
live era action stand, 14" dia x 8.5" H, large, with grate, use with sterno, heavy duty, stainless steel, 

XYLO Bronze coated finish
1,220.00$              

3135B
Ballerina coffee urn, 5 gallon, bullet style with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 

star series, Brushed finish
1,972.60$              

3135MB
Ballerina coffee urn, 5 gallon, bullet style with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 

star series, XYLO black coated finish
2,613.60$              

3135CP
Ballerina coffee urn, 5 gallon, bullet style with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 

star series, XYLO copper coated finish
2,861.60$              

3135RZ
Ballerina coffee urn, 5 gallon, bullet style with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 

star series, XYLO brinze coated finish
2,944.40$              

3133B
Ballerina coffee urn, 3 gallon, bullet style with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 

star series, Brushed finish
1,629.40$              

3133MB
Ballerina coffee urn, 3 gallon, bullet style with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 

star series, XYLO black coated finish
2,373.60$              

3133CP
Ballerina coffee urn, 3 gallon, bullet style with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 

star series, XYLO copper coated finish
2,621.80$              

3133RZ
Ballerina coffee urn, 3 gallon, bullet style with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 

star series, XYLO brinze coated finish
2,704.60$              

3131B
Ballerina coffee urn, 1.5 gallon, bullet style with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel, 

5 star series, Brushed finish
1,133.20$              

3131MB
Ballerina coffee urn, 1.5 gallon, bullet style with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel, 

5 star series, XYLO black coated finish
1,836.20$              

3131CP
Ballerina coffee urn, 1.5 gallon, bullet style with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel, 

5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish
2,001.60$              

131RZ
Ballerina coffee urn, 1.5 gallon, bullet style with tower style lid, sterno holders, 18/10 stainless steel, 

5 star series, XYLO brinze coated finish
2,084.20$              

3201FSB
Freedom Coffee urn, 1.5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 

Brushed finish, 5 star series
2,733.60$              

3201FSMB
Freedom Coffee urn, 1.5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, XYLO 

black coated finish, 5 star series
3,436.60$              

3201FSCP
Freedom Coffee urn, 1.5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, XYLO 

copper coated finish, 5 star series
3,601.80$              

3201FSRZ
Freedom Coffee urn, 1.5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel,XYLO 

bronze coated finish, 5 star series
3,684.60$              

3203FSB
Freedom Coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, Brushed 

finish, 5 star series
2,973.40$              

3203FSMB
Freedom Coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, XYLO 

black coated finish, 5 star series
3,717.60$              

3203FSCP
Freedom Coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, XYLO 

copper coated finish, 5 star series
3,965.80$              

3203FSRZ
Freedom Coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel,XYLO 

bronze coated finish, 5 star series
4,048.60$              



3205FSB
Freedom Coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, Brushed 

finish, 5 star series
3,560.60$              

3205FSMB
Freedom Coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, XYLO 

black coated finish, 5 star series
4,213.80$              

3205FSCP
Freedom Coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, XYLO 

copper coated finish, 5 star series
4,462.00$              

3205FSRZ
Freedom Coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel,XYLO 

bronze coated finish, 5 star series
4,544.80$              

3113B
Park ave collection coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, 18/10 stainless steel, Brushed 

body, 4 star series
1,521.80$              

3113MB
Park ave collection coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO black 

coated body, 4 star series
2,270.40$              

3113CP
Park ave collection coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO copper 

coated body, 4 star series
2,518.40$              

3113RZ
Park ave collection coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO bronze 

coated body, 4 star series
2,601.20$              

3115B
Park ave collection coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, 18/10 stainless steel, Brushed 

body, 4 star series
1,865.00$              

3115MB
Park ave collection coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO black 

coated body, 4 star series
2,518.40$              

3115CP
Park ave collection coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO copper 

coated body, 4 star series
2,766.60$              

3115RZ
Park ave collection coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO bronze 

coated body, 4 star series
2,849.20$              

3013B
Steamer park ave coffee urn, 3 gal, hands free/push in spigot, removable body, no open flames, 

thermally insulated, stainless steel interior and exterior, 4 star series, Brushed Finish body
2,774.80$              

3013MB
Steamer park ave coffee urn, 3 gal, hands free/push in spigot, removable body, no open flames, 

thermally insulated, stainless steel interior and exterior, 4 star series, XYLO black coated Finish body
3,519.20$              

3013CP
Steamer park ave coffee urn, 3 gal, hands free/push in spigot, removable body, no open flames, 

thermally insulated, stainless steel interior and exterior, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated Finish body
3,767.20$              

3013RZ
Steamer park ave coffee urn, 3 gal, hands free/push in spigot, removable body, no open flames, 

thermally insulated, stainless steel interior and exterior, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated Finish body
3,850.00$              

3123B
pillard coffee urn, 3 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 star series, 

brushed finish
1,521.80$              

3123MB
pillard coffee urn, 3 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLO black coated finish
2,270.40$              

3123CP
pillard coffee urn, 3 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 star series, 

XYLO copper coated finish
2,518.40$              

3123RZ
pillard coffee urn, 3 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 star series, 

XYLO bronze coated finish
2,601.20$              

3125B
pillard coffee urn, 5 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 star series, 

brushed finish
1,865.00$              

3125MB
pillard coffee urn, 5 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLO black coated finish
2,518.40$              

3125CP
pillard coffee urn, 5 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 star series, 

XYLO copper coated finish
2,766.60$              

3125RZ
pillard coffee urn, 5 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 star series, 

XYLO bronze coated finish
2,849.20$              

3023B
Steamer pillard coffee urn, 3 gal , hands free/pushin spigot, removable body, no open flames, 

thermally insulated, stainless steel interior and exterior, 4 star series, brushed finish
2,774.80$              

3023MB
Steamer pillard coffee urn, 3 gal , hands free/pushin spigot, removable body, no open flames, 

thermally insulated, stainless steel interior and exterior, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finish
3,511.00$              

3023CP
Steamer pillard coffee urn, 3 gal , hands free/pushin spigot, removable body, no open flames, 

thermally insulated, stainless steel interior and exterior, 4 star series, XYLO Copper coated finish
3,759.00$              

3023RZ
Steamer pillard coffee urn, 3 gal , hands free/pushin spigot, removable body, no open flames, 

thermally insulated, stainless steel interior and exterior, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish
3,841.80$              

3201LB
Luminous coffee urn, 1.5 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, heavy duty stainles steel, 5 star series, 

brushed finish
2,626.00$              



3201LMB
Luminous coffee urn, 1.5 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, heavy duty stainles steel, 5 star series, 

XYLO black coated finish
3,345.60$              

3201LCP
Luminous coffee urn, 1.5 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, heavy duty stainles steel, 5 star series, 

XYLO copper coated finish
3,511.00$              

3201LRZ
Luminous coffee urn, 1.5 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, heavy duty stainles steel, 5 star series, 

XYLO bronze coated finish
3,593.60$              

3203LB
Luminous coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, heavy duty stainles steel, 5 star series, 

brushed finish
2,857.60$              

3203LMB
Luminous coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, heavy duty stainles steel, 5 star series, XYLO 

black coated finish
3,614.40$              

3203LCP
Luminous coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, heavy duty stainles steel, 5 star series, XYLO 

copper coated finish
3,862.40$              

3203LRZ
Luminous coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, heavy duty stainles steel, 5 star series, XYLO 

bronze coated finish
3,945.20$              

3205LB
Luminous coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, heavy duty stainles steel, 5 star series, 

brushed finish
3,420.00$              

3205LMB
Luminous coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, heavy duty stainles steel, 5 star series, XYLO 

black coated finish
4,069.20$              

3205LCP
Luminous coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, heavy duty stainles steel, 5 star series, XYLO 

copper coated finish
4,317.20$              

3205LRZ
Luminous coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, sterno holder, heavy duty stainles steel, 5 star series, XYLO 

bronze coated finish
4,400.00$              

3201LHB
lion head coffee urn, 1.5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star 

series, brushed finish
2,626.00$              

3201LHMB
lion head coffee urn, 1.5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star 

series, XYLO black coated finish
3,345.60$              

3201LHCP
lion head coffee urn, 1.5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star 

series, XYLO copper coated finish
3,511.00$              

3201LHRZ
lion head coffee urn, 1.5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star 

series, XYLO bronze coated finish
3,593.60$              

3203LHB
lion head coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star 

series, brushed finish
2,857.60$              

3203LHMB
lion head coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star 

series, XYLO black coated finish
3,614.40$              

3203LHCP
lion head coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star 

series, XYLO copper coated finish
3,862.40$              

203LHRZ
lion head coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star 

series, XYLO bronze coated finish
3,945.20$              

3205LHB
lion head coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star 

series, brushed finish
3,420.00$              

3205LHMB
lion head coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star 

series, XYLO black coated finish
4,069.20$              

3205LHCP
lion head coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star 

series, XYLO copper coated finish
4,317.20$              

3205LHRZ
lion head coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star 

series, XYLO bronze coated finish
4,400.00$              

3201QAB
Queen-anne coffee urn,1.5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 

star series, brushed finish
2,733.60$              

3201QAMB
Queen-anne coffee urn,1.5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 

star series, XYLO black coatedfinish
3,432.40$              

3201QACP
Queen-anne coffee urn,1.5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 

star series, XYLO copper coated finish
3,597.80$              

3201QARZ
Queen-anne coffee urn,1.5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 

star series, XYLO bronze coated finish
3,680.40$              

3203QAB
Queen-anne coffee urn,3 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star 

series, brushed finish
2,973.40$              

3203QAMB
Queen-anne coffee urn, 3 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star 

series, XYLO black coatedfinish
3,713.60$              

3203QACP
Queen-anne coffee urn,3 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star 

series, XYLO copper coated finish
3,961.60$              



3203QARZ
Queen-anne coffee urn,3 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star 

series, XYLO bronze coated finish
4,044.40$              

3205QAB
Queen-anne coffee urn,5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star 

series, brushed finish
3,560.60$              

3205QAMB
Queen-anne coffee urn, 5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star 

series, XYLO black coated finish
4,213.80$              

3205QACP
Queen-anne coffee urn,5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star 

series, XYLO copper coated finish
4,462.00$              

3205QARZ
Queen-anne coffee urn,5 gal, tower style lid, includes sterno holder, heavy duty stainless steel, 5 star 

series, XYLO bronze coated finish
4,544.80$              

3143B
P2 pillard squared coffee urn, 3 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 

star series, brushed finish
1,588.00$              

3143MB
P2 pillard squared coffee urn, 3 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 

star series, XYLO black coated finish
2,332.40$              

3143CP
P2 pillard squared coffee urn, 3 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 

star series, XYLO copper coated finish
2,580.60$              

3143RZ
P2 pillard squared coffee urn, 3 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 

star series, XYLO bronze coated finish
2,663.20$              

3145B
P2 pillard squared coffee urn, 5 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 

star series, brushed finish
1,861.00$              

3145MB
P2 pillard squared coffee urn, 5 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 

star series, XYLO black coated finish
2,605.20$              

3145CP
P2 pillard squared coffee urn, 5 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 

star series, XYLO copper coated finish
2,853.40$              

3145RZ
P2 pillard squared coffee urn, 5 gal, sterno heat or electric, includes sterno holder, stainless steel, 4 

star series, XYLO bronze coated finish
2,936.00$              

7512B
Pillard collection beverage dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, 

brushed finish
1,261.40$              

7512MB
Pillard collection beverage dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, 

XYLO black coated finish
1,488.80$              

7512CP
Pillard collection beverage dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, 

XYLO copper coated finish
1,736.80$              

7512RZ
Pillard collection beverage dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, 

XYLO bronzecoated finish
1,819.60$              

7522B
P2 collection beverage dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, 

brushed finish
1,261.40$              

7522MB
P2 collection bev dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, XYLO black 

coated finish
1,488.80$              

7522CP
P2 collection bev dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, XYLO 

copper coated finish
1,736.80$              

7522RZ
P2 collection bev dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, XYLO 

bronze coated finish
1,819.60$              

7552B
Queen anne collection beverage dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and 

base, brushed finish
1,381.20$              

7552MB
Queen anne collection beverage dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and 

base, XYLO black coated finish
1,612.80$              

7552CP
Queen anne collection beverage dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and 

base, XYLO copper coated finish
1,861.00$              

7552RZ
Queen Anne collection beverage dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and 

base, XYLO bronze coated finish
1,943.60$              

7542B
Freedom collection beverage dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, 

brushed finish
1,435.00$              

7542MB
Freedom collection beverage dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, 

XYLO black coated finish
1,633.60$              

7542CP
Freedom collection beverage dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, 

XYLO copper coated finish
1,881.60$              

7542RZ
Freedom collection beverage dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and base, 

XYLO bronze coated finish
1,964.40$              

7572LB
Luminous collection beverage dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and 

base, XYLO black coated finish
1,501.20$              



7572LMB
Luminous collection beverage dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and 

base, XYLO black coated finish
1,633.60$              

7572LCP
Luminous collection beverage dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and 

base, XYLO copper coated finish
1,881.60$              

7572LRZ
Luminous collection beverage dispenser, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel cover and 

base, XYLO bronze coated finish
1,964.40$              

7582B Milk Disp, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel, brushed finish 1,559.00$              

7582MB Milk Disp, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel, XYLO black coated finish 1,939.60$              

7582CP Milk Disp, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel, XYLO copper coated finish 2,187.60$              

7582RZ Milk Disp, 2 gal, s/s central ice chamber, stainless steel, XYLO bronze coated finish 2,270.40$              

7502B park Ave collection bev disp., 2 gal, round, s/s central ice chamber, s/s cover and base, brushed finish 1,141.40$              

7502MB
park Ave collection bev disp., 2 gal, round, s/s central ice chamber, s/s cover and base, XYLO black 

coated finish
1,402.00$              

7502CP
park Ave collection bev disp., 2 gal, round, s/s central ice chamber, s/s cover and base, XYLO copper 

coated finish
1,650.00$              

7502RZ
park Ave collection bev disp., 2 gal, round, s/s central ice chamber, s/s cover and base, XYLO bronze 

coated finish
1,695.60$              

7592B Apple cider bev disp., 2 gal, use with sterno, stainless steel, brushed finish 1,501.20$              

7592MB Apple cider bev disp., 2 gal, use with sterno, stainless steel, XYLO black coated finish 1,633.60$              

7592CP Apple cider bev disp., 2 gal, use with sterno, stainless steel, XYLO copper coated finish 1,881.60$              

7592RZ Apple cider bev disp., 2 gal, use with sterno, stainless steel, XYLO bronze coated finish 1,964.40$              

7561B Milk disp., 3 liter, includes s/s ice chamber and drip catcher, stainless steel, brushed finish 1,571.80$              

7562B
Milk disp., 2 Gal, includes s/s ice chamber and drip catcher, triangle base, stainless steel, brushed 

finish
1,877.60$              

3964GB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, food 

pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake 

lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 

star serier, brushed finish

2,084.20$              

3964B

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, 

vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock 

system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star 

serier, Brushed finish

2,027.20$              

3964MB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, 

vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock 

system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star 

serier, XYLO black coated finish Lid

2,518.40$              

3964CP

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, 

vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock 

system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star 

serier, XYLO coppercoated finished lid

2,683.80$              

3964RZ

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, 

vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock 

system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star 

serier, XYLO bronze coated finished lid

2,766.60$              

3938GB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, Round, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, food 

pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake 

lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 

star serier, brushed finish

2,208.40$              

3938B

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, Round, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, 

vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock 

system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star 

serier, brushed finish

2,146.20$              

3938MB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, Round, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, 

vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock 

system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star 

serier, XYLO black caoted finished lid

2,721.00$              

3938CP

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, Round, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, 

vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock 

system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star 

serier, XYLO copper caoted finished lid

2,886.40$              



3938RZ

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, Round, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, 

vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock 

system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star 

serier, XYLO bronze caoted finished lid

2,969.20$              

3935GB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, Rectangular, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, 

food pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, 

brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless 

steel, 5 star serier, brushed finish

2,828.60$              

3935B

Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, Rectangular, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food 

pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake 

lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 

star serier, brushed finish

2,766.60$              

3935MB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, Rectangular, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food 

pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake 

lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 

star serier, XYLO black coated finished lid

3,262.80$              

3935CP

Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, Rectangular, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food 

pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake 

lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 

star serier, XYLO copper coated finished lid

3,511.00$              

3935RZ

Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, Rectangular, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food 

pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake 

lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 

star serier, XYLO bronze coated finished lid

3,593.60$              

3939GB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, Round, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, food 

pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake 

lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 

star serier, brushed finish

2,084.20$              

3939B

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, Round, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, 

vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock 

system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star 

serier, brushed finish

2,022.20$              

3939MB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, Round, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, 

vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock 

system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star 

serier, XYLO black caoted finished lid

2,518.40$              

3939CP

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, Round, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, 

vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock 

system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star 

serier, XYLO copper caoted finished lid

2,683.80$              

3939RZ

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, Round, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, 

vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock 

system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star 

serier, XYLO bronze caoted finished lid

2,766.60$              

3934GB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, includes: hinged glass lid with drip free feature, food 

pan, vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake 

lock system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 

star serier, brushed finish

2,208.40$              

3934B

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, 

vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock 

system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star 

serier, Brushed finish

2,146.20$              

3934MB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, 

vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock 

system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star 

serier, XYLO black coated finish Lid

2,721.00$              

3934CP

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, 

vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock 

system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star 

serier, XYLO coppercoated finished lid

2,886.40$              



3934RZ

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, includes: hinged lid with drip free feature, food pan, 

vessel works as water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, brake lock 

system, works on all induction warmers/cookers or as chafer tabletop, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star 

serier, XYLO bronze coated finished lid

2,969.20$              

3999GB

Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, full glass hinged cover, drip free feature, includes 

food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as 

tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,068.40$              

3999B

Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round,full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food 

pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as 

tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

2,787.20$              

3999MB

Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food 

pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as 

tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid

3,287.60$              

3999CP

Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food 

pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as 

tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid

3,453.00$              

3999RZ

Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food 

pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as 

tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid

3,535.80$              

3994GB

Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square , full glass hinged cover, drip free feature, includes 

food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as 

tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,279.40$              

3994B

Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food 

pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as 

tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,039.40$              

3994MB

Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food 

pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as 

tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO Black coated finished lid

3,535.80$              

3994CP

Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food 

pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as 

tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finished lid

3,701.00$              

3994RZ

Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food 

pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as 

tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finished lid

3,783.80$              

3995GB

Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 8 qt, Rectangular, full glass hinged cover, drip free feature, 

includes food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ 

cookers or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,821.00$              

3995B

Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 8 qt, Rectangular, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes 

food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as 

tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,680.40$              

3995MB

Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 8 qt,rectangular, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes 

food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as 

tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO Black coated finished lid

4,114.60$              

3995CP

Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes 

food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as 

tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finished lid

4,362.80$              

3995RZ

Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes 

food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as 

tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finished lid

4,445.60$              

3997GB

Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square , full glass hinged cover, drip free feature, includes 

food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as 

tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,068.40$              

3997B

Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food 

pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as 

tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

2,787.20$              

3997MB

Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food 

pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as 

tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO Black coated finished lid

3,287.60$              



3997CP

Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food 

pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as 

tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finished lid

3,453.00$              

3997RZ

Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food 

pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as 

tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finished lid

3,535.80$              

3998GB

Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, full glass hinged cover, drip free feature, includes 

food pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as 

tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,279.40$              

3998B

Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round,full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food 

pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as 

tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,039.40$              

3998MB

Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food 

pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as 

tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid

3,535.80$              

3998CP

Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food 

pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as 

tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid

3,701.00$              

3998RZ

Jazz Rock collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, full hinged cover, drip free feature, includes food 

pan, hydraulic hinged mechanism, locks at 180, works on all induction warmers/ cookers or as 

tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid

3,783.80$              

3995STANDB
Jazz rock collection induction chafer stand, rectangular, pillard legs, for 3995 & 3995g. 18/10 stainless 

steel, brushed finish
1,282.00$              

3998STANDB
Jazz rock collection induction chafer stand, round, pillard legs, for 3998 & 3998g. 18/10 stainless 

steel, brushed finish
1,240.80$              

3994STANDB
Jazz rock collection induction chafer stand, Square, pillard legs, for 3994 & 3994g. 18/10 stainless 

steel, brushed finish
1,240.80$              

3975GSB

Jazz Swing collection chafer, rectangular, 8 qt, pillard leg stand, contemporary style glass hinged 

cover, sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, 

brake mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish

3,568.80$              

3975SB

Jazz Swing collection chafer, rectangular, pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno 

heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake 

mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish

3,511.00$              

3975SMB

Jazz Swing collection chafer, rectangular, 8 qt. pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, 

sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake 

mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finish Lid

3,713.60$              

3975SCP

Jazz Swing collection chafer, rectangular, 8 qt. pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, 

sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake 

mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finish Lid

3,961.60$              

3975RZ

Jazz Swing collection chafer, rectangular, 8 qt. pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, 

sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake 

mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish Lid

4,044.40$              

3977GSB

Jazz Swing collection chafer, square, 4 qt. pillard leg stand, contemporary style glass hinged cover, 

sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake 

mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish

3,018.80$              

3977SB

Jazz Swing collection chafer, square, 4 qt. , pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno 

heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake 

mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish

2,956.80$              

3977SMB

Jazz Swing collection chafer,square, 4qt. , pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno 

heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake 

mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finish Lid

3,225.60$              

3977SCP

Jazz Swing collection chafer, square, 4 qt, pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno 

heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake 

mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finish

3,391.00$              



3977SRZ

Jazz Swing collection chafer, square,4 qt., pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno 

heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake 

mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish Lid

3,473.80$              

3974GSB

Jazz Swing collection chafer, square, 6 qt. pillard leg stand, contemporary style glass hinged cover, 

sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake 

mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish

3,287.60$              

3974SB

Jazz Swing collection chafer, square, 6 qt. , pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno 

heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake 

mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish

3,225.60$              

3974SMB

Jazz Swing collection chafer,square, 6 qt. , pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno 

heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake 

mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finish

3,511.00$              

3974SCP

Jazz Swing collection chafer, square, 6 qt, pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno 

heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake 

mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finish Lid

3,676.40$              

3974SRZ

Jazz Swing collection chafer, square, 6 qt., pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno 

heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake 

mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish Lid

3,759.00$              

3979GSB

Jazz Swing collection chafer, round, 4 qt. pillard leg stand, contemporary style glass hinged cover, 

sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake 

mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish

2,878.20$              

3979SB

Jazz Swing collection chafer, round, 4 qt. , pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno 

heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake 

mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish

2,816.20$              

3979SMB

Jazz Swing collection chafer,round, 4 qt. , pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno 

heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake 

mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finish LId

3,080.80$              

3979SCP

Jazz Swing collection chafer, round, 4 qt, pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno 

heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake 

mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finish Lid

3,246.20$              

3979SRZ

Jazz Swing collection chafer, round, 4 qt., pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno 

heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake 

mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish Lid

3,329.00$              

3978GSB

Jazz Swing collection chafer, round, 6 qt. pillard leg stand, contemporary style glass hinged cover, 

sterno heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake 

mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish

3,006.40$              

3978SB

Jazz Swing collection chafer, round, 6 qt. , pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno 

heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake 

mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish

2,944.40$              

3978SMB

Jazz Swing collection chafer,round, 6 qt. , pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno 

heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake 

mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finish Lid

3,205.00$              

3978SCP

Jazz Swing collection chafer, round, 6 qt, pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno 

heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake 

mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finish Lid

3,370.40$              

3978SRZ

Jazz Swing collection chafer, round, 6 qt., pillard leg stand, contemporary style hinged cover, sterno 

heat, drip free feature, includes food pan, can be used with electric heating element, brake 

mechanism with stop & go feature, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish LId

3,453.00$              



3934GSB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, freedom style stand, includes: hinged glass lid with 

drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as 

water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,304.20$              

3934SB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip 

free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water 

pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,242.20$              

3934SMB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip 

free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water 

pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid

3,511.00$              

3934SCP

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip 

free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water 

pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid

3,676.40$              

3934SRZ

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip 

free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water 

pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid

3,759.00$              

3964GSB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, freedom style stand, includes: hinged glass lid with 

drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as 

water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,180.20$              

3964SB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip 

free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water 

pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,118.00$              

3964SMB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip 

free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water 

pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid

3,386.80$              

3964SCP

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip 

free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water 

pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid

3,552.40$              

3964SRZ

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip 

free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water 

pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid

3,635.00$              

3939GSB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, freedom style stand, includes: hinged glass lid with 

drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as 

water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,180.20$              

3939SB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip 

free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water 

pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,118.00$              



3939SMB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip 

free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water 

pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid

3,386.80$              

3939SCP

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip 

free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water 

pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid

3,552.40$              

3939SRZ

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip 

free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water 

pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid

3,635.00$              

3938GSB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, freedom style stand, includes: hinged glass lid with 

drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as 

water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,304.20$              

3938SB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip 

free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water 

pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,242.20$              

3938SMB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip 

free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water 

pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid

3,511.00$              

3938SCP

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip 

free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water 

pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid

3,676.40$              

3938SRZ

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip 

free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water 

pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid

3,759.00$              

3935GSB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, freedom style stand, includes: hinged glass lid 

with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works 

as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all 

induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,887.20$              

3935SB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with 

drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as 

water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,825.20$              

3935SMB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with 

drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as 

water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid

4,032.00$              

3935SCP

Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with 

drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as 

water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid

4,280.00$              



3935SRZ

Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with 

drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as 

water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid

4,362.80$              

3914G/SB
Park Ave Chafing dish, 6 qt, square, stop-n-go hinged glass dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series, brushed finish
2,307.60$              

3914SB
Park Ave Chafing dish, 6 qt, square, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series, brushed finish
2,249.60$              

3914SMB
Park Ave Chafing dish, 6 qt, square, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLo black coated finished lid
2,667.40$              

3914SCP
Park Ave Chafing dish, 6 qt, square, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLo copper coated finished lid
2,832.80$              

3914SRZ
Park Ave Chafing dish, 6 qt, square, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLo bronze coated finished lid
2,903.00$              

3918G/SB
Park Ave Chafing dish, 6 qt,round, stop-n-go hinged glass dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series, brushed finish
2,311.60$              

3918SB
Park Ave Chafing dish, 6 qt, round, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series, brushed finish
2,249.60$              

3918SMB
Park Ave Chafing dish, 6 qt, round, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLo black coated finished lid
2,667.40$              

3918SCP
Park Ave Chafing dish, 6 qt, round, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLo copper coated finished lid
2,832.80$              

3918SRZ
Park Ave Chafing dish, 6 qt, round, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLo bronze coated finished lid
2,903.00$              

3915G/SB
Park Ave Chafing dish, 8 qt,rectangular, stop-n-go hinged glass dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 

star series, brushed finish
2,725.20$              

3915SB
Park Ave Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series, brushed finish
2,646.60$              

3915SMB
Park Ave Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLo black coated finished lid
2,936.00$              

3915SCP
Park Ave Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLo copper coated finished lid
3,122.20$              

3915SRZ
Park Ave Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLo bronze coated finished lid
3,184.20$              

3915B
4 Star series, 8 qt, rectangular induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel 

brushed finish
2,018.20$              

3915MB
4 Star series, 8 qt, rectangular induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel 

black coated finished lid
2,456.40$              

3915CP
4 Star series, 8 qt, rectangular induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel 

copper coated finished lid
2,621.80$              

3915RZ
4 Star series, 8 qt, rectangular induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel 

bronze coated finished lid
2,683.80$              

3914GB
4 Star series, 6 qt, Square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged glass dome lid, stainless steel 

brushed finish
1,646.00$              

3914B
4 Star series, 6 qt, square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel brushed 

finish
1,526.00$              

3914MB
4 Star series, 6 qt, square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel black 

coated finished lid
2,105.00$              

3914CP
4 Star series, 6 qt, square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel copper 

coated finished lid
2,266.20$              

3914RZ
4 Star series, 6 qt, square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel bronze 

coated finished lid
2,332.40$              

3918GB
4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged glass dome lid, stainless steel 

brushed finish
1,646.00$              

3918B
4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel brushed 

finish
1,526.00$              

3918MB
4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel black 

coated finished lid
2,105.00$              

3918CP
4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel copper 

coated finished lid
2,266.20$              



3918RZ
4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel bronze 

coated finished lid
2,332.40$              

3118B
Park ave collection chafing dish, 8 qt., round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, 

includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel, brushed finish
2,439.80$              

3118MB
Park ave collection chafing dish, 8 qt., round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, 

includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel,XYLO black coated finished lid
2,725.20$              

3118CP

Park ave collection chafing dish, 8 qt., round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, 

includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel,XYLO copper coated finished 

lid

2,973.40$              

3118RZ

Park ave collection chafing dish, 8 qt., round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, 

includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel,XYLO bronze coated finished 

lid

3,056.00$              

3119B
Park ave collection chafing dish, 4 qt., round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, 

includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel, brushed finish
1,282.00$              

3119MB
Park ave collection chafing dish, 4 qt., round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, 

includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel,XYLO black coated finished lid
1,608.80$              

3119CP

Park ave collection chafing dish, 4 qt., round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, 

includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel,XYLO copper coated finished 

lid

1,774.00$              

3119RZ

Park ave collection chafing dish, 4 qt., round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, 

includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel,XYLO bronze coated finished 

lid

1,856.80$              

3117B
Park ave collection chafing dish, 4 qt., square, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, 

includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel, brushed finish
1,360.60$              

3117MB
Park ave collection chafing dish, 4 qt., square, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, 

includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel,XYLO black coated finished lid
1,633.60$              

3117CP

Park ave collection chafing dish, 4 qt., square, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, 

includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel,XYLO copper coated finished 

lid

1,799.00$              

3117RZ

Park ave collection chafing dish, 4 qt., square, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, 

includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel,XYLO bronze coated finished 

lid

1,881.60$              

3114B
Park ave collection chafing dish, 8 qt., rectangular, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, 

includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel, brushed finish
2,386.20$              

3114MB
Park ave collection chafing dish, 8 qt., rectangular, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, 

includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel,XYLO black coated finished lid
3,031.20$              

3114CP

Park ave collection chafing dish, 8 qt., rectangular , rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, 

includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel,XYLO copper coated finished 

lid

3,279.40$              

3114RZ

Park ave collection chafing dish, 8 qt., rectangular, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, 

includes dual steno holders, food and water pan, 18/10 stainless steel,XYLO bronze coated finished 

lid

3,362.00$              

3934GPLB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, pillard style stand, includes: hinged glass lid with drip 

free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water 

pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,304.20$              

3934PLB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, pilllard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free 

feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, 

sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ 

cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,242.20$              

3934PLMB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free 

feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, 

sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ 

cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid

3,511.00$              



3934PLCP

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free 

feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, 

sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ 

cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid

3,676.40$              

3934PLRZ

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, square, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free 

feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, 

sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ 

cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid

3,759.00$              

3964GPLB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, pillard style stand, includes: hinged glass lid with drip 

free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water 

pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,180.20$              

3964PLB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free 

feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, 

sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ 

cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,118.00$              

3964PLMB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free 

feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, 

sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ 

cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid

3,386.80$              

3964PLCP

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free 

feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, 

sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ 

cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid

3,552.40$              

3964PLRZ

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, square, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free 

feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, 

sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ 

cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid

3,635.00$              

3939GPLB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, pillard style stand, includes: hinged glass lid with drip 

free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water 

pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,180.20$              

3939PLB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free 

feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, 

sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ 

cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,118.00$              

3939PLMB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free 

feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, 

sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ 

cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid

3,386.80$              

3939PLCP

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free 

feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, 

sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ 

cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid

3,552.40$              

3939PLRZ

Crown Collection induction chafer, 4 qt, round,pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free 

feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, 

sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ 

cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid

3,635.00$              



3938GPLB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, pillard style stand, includes: hinged glass lid with drip 

free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water 

pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,304.20$              

3938PLB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free 

feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, 

sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ 

cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,242.20$              

3938PLMB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round,pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free 

feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, 

sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ 

cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid

3,511.00$              

3938PLCP

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free 

feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, 

sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ 

cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid

3,676.40$              

3938PLRZ

Crown Collection induction chafer, 6 qt, round, pillard style stand, includes: hinged lid with drip free 

feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as water pan, 

sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction warmers/ 

cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid

3,759.00$              

3935GPLB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, freedom style stand, includes: hinged glass lid 

with drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works 

as water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all 

induction warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,887.20$              

3935PLB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with 

drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as 

water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, brushed finish

3,825.20$              

3935PLMB

Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with 

drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as 

water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO black coated lid

4,032.00$              

3935PLCP

Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with 

drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as 

water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated lid

4,280.00$              

3935PLRZ

Crown Collection induction chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, freedom style stand, includes: hinged lid with 

drip free feature, food pan, hydraulic hinged letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, vessel works as 

water pan, sterno holder, removable clip on utensil holder, brake lock system, works on all induction 

warmers/ cookers/ or as tabletop chafer, 18/10 stainless steel, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated lid

4,362.80$              

3958G/SB
Pillard Chafing dish, 6 qt,round, stop-n-go hinged glass lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, 

brushed finish
2,311.60$              

3958/SB
Pillard Chafing dish, 6 qt, round, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, 

brushed finish
2,249.60$              

3958/SMB
Pillard Chafing dish, 6 qt, round, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLo black coated finished lid
2,667.40$              

3958/SCP
Pillard Chafing dish, 6 qt, round, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLo copper coated finished lid
2,832.80$              

3958/SRZ
Pillard Chafing dish, 6 qt, round, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLo bronze coated finished lid
2,903.00$              



3955G/SB
Pillard Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged glass lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series, brushed finish
2,725.20$              

3955/SB
Pillard Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series, brushed finish
2,646.60$              

3955/SMB
Pillard Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLo black coated finished lid
2,936.00$              

3955/SCP
Pillard Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLo copper coated finished lid
3,122.20$              

3955/SRZ
Pillard Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLo bronze coated finished lid
3,184.20$              

3954G/SB
Pillard Chafing dish, 6 qt,square, stop-n-go hinged glass lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, 

brushed finish
2,307.60$              

3954/SB
Pillard Chafing dish, 6 qt, square, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, 

brushed finish
2,249.60$              

3954/SMB
Pillard Chafing dish, 6 qt, square, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLo black coated finished lid
2,667.40$              

3954/SCP
Pillard Chafing dish, 6 qt, square, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLo copper coated finished lid
2,832.80$              

3954/SRZ
Pillard Chafing dish, 6 qt,square, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLo bronze coated finished lid
2,903.00$              

3958GB
4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged glass dome lid, stainless steel 

brushed finish
1,646.00$              

3958B
4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel brushed 

finish
1,526.00$              

3958MB
4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel black 

coated finished lid
2,105.00$              

3958CP
4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel copper 

coated finished lid
2,266.20$              

3958RZ
4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel bronze 

coated finished lid
2,332.40$              

3955GB
4 Star series, 8 qt, rectangular induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged glass dome lid, stainless steel 

brushed finish
2,059.40$              

3955B
4 Star series, 8 qt, rectangular induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel 

brushed finish
2,018.20$              

3955MB
4 Star series, 8 qt, rectangular induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel 

black coated finished lid
2,456.40$              

3955CP
4 Star series, 8 qt, rectangular induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel 

copper coated finished lid
2,621.80$              

3955RZ
4 Star series, 8 qt, rectangular induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel 

bronze coated finished lid
2,683.80$              

3954GB
4 Star series, 6 qt, Square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged glass dome lid, stainless steel 

brushed finish
1,646.00$              

3954B
4 Star series, 6 qt, square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel brushed 

finish
1,526.00$              

3954MB
4 Star series, 6 qt, square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel black 

coated finished lid
2,105.00$              

3954CP
4 Star series, 6 qt, square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel copper 

coated finished lid
2,266.20$              

3954RZ
4 Star series, 6 qt, square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel bronze 

coated finished lid
2,332.40$              

3128B
Pillard chafer, 8 qt., round, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, 

stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish
2,394.40$              

3128MB
Pillard chafer, 8 qt., round, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, 

stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finished lid
2,745.80$              

3128CP
Pillard chafer, 8 qt., round, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, 

stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finished lid
2,745.80$              

3128RZ
Pillard chafer, 8 qt., round, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, 

stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finished lid
2,745.80$              

3124B
Pillard chafer, 8 qt., rectangular, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped 

legs, stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish
2,518.40$              



3124MB
Pillard chafer, 8 qt., rectangular, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped 

legs, stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finished lid
2,787.20$              

3124CP
Pillard chafer, 8 qt., rectangular, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped 

legs, stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finished lid
2,787.20$              

3124RZ
Pillard chafer, 8 qt., rectangular, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped 

legs, stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finished lid
2,787.20$              

3944/GS
P2 Chafing dish, 6 qt,square, stop-n-go hinged glass lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, 

brushed finish
1,811.20$              

3944/SB
P2 Chafing dish, 6 qt, square, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, 

brushed finish
2,249.60$              

3944/SMB
P2 Chafing dish, 6 qt, square, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo 

black coated finished lid
2,667.40$              

3944/SCP
P2 Chafing dish, 6 qt, square, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo 

copper coated finished lid
2,832.80$              

3944/SRZ
P2 Chafing dish, 6 qt,square, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo 

bronze coated finished lid
2,903.00$              

3948G/SB
P2 Chafing dish, 6 qt,round, stop-n-go hinged glass lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, 

brushed finish
2,311.80$              

3948/SB
P2 Chafing dish, 6 qt, round, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, 

brushed finish
2,249.60$              

3948/SMB
P2 Chafing dish, 6 qt, round, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo 

black coated finished lid
2,667.40$              

3948/SCP
P2 Chafing dish, 6 qt, round, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series,XYLo 

copper coated finished lid
2,832.80$              

3948/SRZ
P2 Chafing dish, 6 qt, round, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel,4 star series,XYLo 

bronze coated finished lid
2,903.00$              

3945G/SB
P2 Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged glass lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, 

brushed finish
2,725.20$              

3945/SB
P2 Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star series, 

brushed finish
2,646.60$              

3945/SMB
P2 Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLo black coated finished lid
2,936.20$              

3945/SCP
P2 Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLo copper coated finished lid
3,122.20$              

3945/SRZ
P2 Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLo bronze coated finished lid
3,184.20$              

3944G/SB 6 QT. SQUARE INDUCTION GLASS CHAFER - WITH STAND, brushed finish 2,307.60$              

3944GB
4 Star series, 6 qt, Square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged glass dome lid, stainless steel 

brushed finish
1,646.00$              

3944B
4 Star series, 6 qt, square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel brushed 

finish
1,526.00$              

3944MB
4 Star series, 6 qt, square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel black 

coated finished lid
2,105.00$              

3944CP
4 Star series, 6 qt, square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel copper 

coated finished lid
2,266.20$              

3944RZ
4 Star series, 6 qt, square induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel bronze 

coated finished lid
2,332.40$              

3948GB
4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged glass dome lid, stainless steel 

brushed finish
1,646.00$              

3948B
4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel brushed 

finish
1,526.00$              

3948MB
4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel black 

coated finished lid
2,105.00$              

3948CP
4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel copper 

coated finished lid
2,266.20$              

3948RZ
4 Star series, 6 qt, round induction chafer vessel, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, stainless steel bronze 

coated finished lid
2,332.40$              

3945GB
Pillard Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged glass lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series, brushed finish
2,725.20$              

3945B
Pillard Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series, brushed finish
2,646.60$              



3945MB
Pillard Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLo black coated finished lid
2,936.00$              

3945CP
Pillard Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLo copper coated finished lid
3,122.20$              

3945RZ
Pillard Chafing dish, 8 qt, rectangular, stop-n-go hinged dome lid, with stand, stainless steel, 4 star 

series,XYLo bronze coated finished lid
3,184.20$              

3148B
P2 chafer, 8 qt., round, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, 

stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish
2,229.00$              

3148MB
P2 chafer, 8 qt., round, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, 

stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finished lid
2,601.20$              

3148CP
P2 chafer, 8 qt., round, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, 

stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finished lid
2,849.20$              

3148RZ
P2 chafer, 8 qt., round, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, 

stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finished lid
2,932.00$              

3144B
P2 chafer, 8 qt., rectangular, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, 

stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish
2,311.60$              

3144MB
P2 chafer, 8 qt., rectangular, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, 

stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated finished lid
2,957.60$              

3144CP
P2 chafer, 8 qt., rectangular, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, 

stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated finished lid
3,205.80$              

3144RZ
P2 chafer, 8 qt., rectangular, rolltop, drip free feature with condensation catch, rubber tipped legs, 

stackable, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated finished lid
3,288.40$              

3114QAB

Queen anne collection chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, 

inlcudes dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, 

brushed finish

2,766.60$              

3114QAMB

Queen anne collection chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, 

inlcudes dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, 

XYLO black coated finish lid

3,031.20$              

3114QACP

Queen anne collection chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, 

inlcudes dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, 

XYLO copper coated finish lid

3,279.40$              

3114QARZ

Queen anne collection chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, 

inlcudes dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, 

XYLO bronze coated finish lid

3,362.00$              

3118QAB

Queen anne collection chafer, 8 qt, round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, includes 

dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed 

finish

2,564.00$              

3118QAMB

Queen anne collection chafer, 8 qt, round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, includes 

dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO 

black coated finish lid

2,915.40$              

3118QACP

Queen anne collection chafer, 8 qt, round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, inlcudes 

dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO 

copper coated finish lid

3,163.60$              

3118QARZ

Queen anne collection chafer, 8 qt, round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, inlcudes 

dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO 

bronze coated finish lid

3,246.20$              

3114LHB

Lion Head collection chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, 

inlcudes dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, 

brushed finish

2,828.60$              

3114LHMB

Lion Head collection chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, 

inlcudes dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, 

XYLO black coated finish lid

3,097.40$              

3114LHCP

Lion head collection chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, 

inlcudes dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, 

XYLO copper coated finish lid

3,345.60$              

3114LHRZ

Lion Headcollection chafer, 8 qt, rectangular, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, 

inlcudes dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, 

XYLO bronze coated finish lid

3,428.20$              

3118LHB

Lion Head collection chafer, 8 qt, round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, inlcudes 

dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed 

finish

2,679.80$              



3118LHMB

Lion Head collection chafer, 8 qt, round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, inlcudes 

dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO 

black coated finish lid

3,031.20$              

3118LHCP

Lion Head collection chafer, 8 qt, round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, inlcudes 

dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO 

copper coated finish lid

3,279.40$              

3118LHRZ

Lion head collection chafer, 8 qt, round, rolltop cover stops at any angle, 180 full rollback, inlcudes 

dual sterno holders, food pan and water pan, with stand, 18/10 stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO 

bronze coated finish lid

3,362.00$              

3258GB
park ave grill stand, 38"L x 15.75"D countertop, rectangular, fits 2 butane burners or several sterno 

cans, stainless steel, brushed finish
2,630.00$              

3258GMB
park ave grill stand, 38"L x 15.75"D countertop, rectangular, fits 2 butane burners or several sterno 

cans, stainless steel, XYLO black coated finish
3,283.40$              

3258GCP
park ave grill stand, 38"L x 15.75"D countertop, rectangular, fits 2 butane burners or several sterno 

cans, stainless steel, XYLO copper coated finish
3,800.40$              

3258GRZ
park ave grill stand, 38"L x 15.75"D countertop, rectangular, fits 2 butane burners or several sterno 

cans, stainless steel, XYLO bronze coated finish
3,883.20$              

3259GB
Pillard grill stand, 38"L x 15.75"D countertop, rectangular, fits 2 butane burners or several sterno 

cans, stainless steel, brushed finish
2,547.40$              

3259GMB
pillard grill stand, 38"L x 15.75"D countertop, rectangular, fits 2 butane burners or several sterno 

cans, stainless steel, XYLO black coated finish
3,192.40$              

3259GCP
pillard grill stand, 38"L x 15.75"D countertop, rectangular, fits 2 butane burners or several sterno 

cans, stainless steel, XYLO copper coated finish
3,709.40$              

3259GRZ
Pillard grill stand, 38"L x 15.75"D countertop, rectangular, fits 2 butane burners or several sterno 

cans, stainless steel, XYLO bronze coated finish
3,792.20$              

3255GB
P2 grill stand, 38"L x 15.75"D countertop, rectangular, fits 2 butane burners or several sterno cans, 

stainless steel, brushed finish
2,547.40$              

3255GMB
P2 grill stand, 38"L x 15.75"D countertop, rectangular, fits 2 butane burners or several sterno cans, 

stainless steel, XYLO black coated finish
3,192.40$              

3255GCP
P2 grill stand, 38"L x 15.75"D countertop, rectangular, fits 2 butane burners or several sterno cans, 

stainless steel, XYLO copper coated finish
3,709.40$              

3255GRZ
P2 grill stand, 38"L x 15.75"D countertop, rectangular, fits 2 butane burners or several sterno cans, 

stainless steel, XYLO bronze coated finish
3,792.20$              

3257GB park ave grill stand, 15"W x 8"h countertop, fits 1 butane burner, stainless steel, brushed finish 1,844.40$              

3257GMB
park ave grill stand, 15"W x 8"h countertop, fits 1 butane burner, stainless steel, XYLO Black coated 

finish
2,362.20$              

3257GCP
park ave grill stand, 15"W x 8"h countertop, fits 1 butane burner, stainless steel, XYLO copper coated 

finish
2,713.60$              

3257GRZ
park ave grill stand, 15"W x 8"h countertop, fits 1 butane burner, stainless steel, XYLO bronze coated 

finish
2,796.40$              

3256GB Pillard grill stand, 15"W x 8"h countertop, fits 1 butane burner, stainless steel, brushed finish 1,782.40$              

3256GMB
pillard grill stand, 15"W x 8"h countertop, fits 1 butane burner, stainless steel, XYLO Black coated 

finish
2,292.60$              

3256GCP
pillard grill stand, 15"W x 8"h countertop, fits 1 butane burner, stainless steel, XYLO copper coated 

finish
2,644.20$              

3256GRZ
Pillard grill stand, 15"W x 8"h countertop, fits 1 butane burner, stainless steel, XYLO bronze coated 

finish
2,727.00$              

3249GB P2 grill stand, 15"W x 8"h countertop, fits 1 butane burner, stainless steel, brushed finish 1,782.40$              

3249GMB p2 grill stand, 15"W x 8"h countertop, fits 1 butane burner, stainless steel, XYLO Black coated finish 2,292.60$              

3249GCP p2 grill stand, 15"W x 8"h countertop, fits 1 butane burner, stainless steel, XYLO copper coated finish 2,644.20$              

3249GRZ P2 grill stand, 15"W x 8"h countertop, fits 1 butane burner, stainless steel, XYLO bronze coated finish 2,727.00$              

9641B

lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, conical shade, 

round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-

15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, brushed finish

2,109.00$              

9641MB

lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, conical shade, 

round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-

15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish

2,411.00$              



9641CP

lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, conical shade, 

round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-

15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish

2,576.40$              

9641RZ

lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, conical shade, 

round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-

15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish

2,659.00$              

9631B

lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Sphere shade, 

round base with square bottom, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-

ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, brushed finish

2,109.00$              

9631MB

lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Sphere shade, 

round base with square bottom, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-

ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish

2,411.00$              

9631CP

lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Sphere shade, 

round base with square bottom, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-

ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish

2,576.40$              

9631RZ

lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Sphere shade, 

round base with square bottom, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-

ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish

2,659.00$              

9671B

lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Square shade, 

square base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 

5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, brushed finish

2,109.00$              

9671MB

lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, square shade, 

square base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 

5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish

2,411.00$              

9671CP

lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Square shade, 

square base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 

5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish

2,576.40$              

9671RZ

lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Square shade, 

square base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 

5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish

2,659.00$              

9691B

lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, hammered conical 

shade, round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, 

nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, brushed finish

2,109.00$              

9691MB

lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, hammered conical 

shade, round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, 

nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish

2,411.00$              

9691CP

lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, hammered conical 

shade, round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, 

nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish

2,576.40$              

9691RZ

lamp warmer, single, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, hammered conical 

shade, round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, 

nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish

2,659.00$              

9642B

lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, conical shade, 

round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-

15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, brushed finish

2,311.60$              

9642MB

lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, conical shade, 

round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-

15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish

2,621.80$              

9642CP

lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, conical shade, 

round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-

15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish

2,828.60$              

9642RZ

lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, conical shade, 

round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-

15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish

2,911.40$              

9632B

lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Sphere shade, 

round base with square bottom, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-

ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, brushed finish

2,311.60$              

9632MB

lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Sphere shade, 

round base with square bottom, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-

ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish

2,621.80$              



9632CP

lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Sphere shade, 

round base with square bottom, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-

ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish

2,828.60$              

9632RZ

lamp warmer,double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Sphere shade, 

round base with square bottom, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-

ph, 2.1 amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish

2,911.40$              

9672B

lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Square shade, 

square base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 

5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, brushed finish

2,311.60$              

9672MB

lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, square shade, 

square base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 

5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish

2,621.80$              

9672CP

lamp warmer,double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Square shade, 

square base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 

5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish

2,828.60$              

9672RZ

lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, Square shade, 

square base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 amps, nema 

5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish

2,911.40$              

9692B

lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, hammered 

conical shade, round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 

amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, brushed finish

2,311.60$              

9692MB

lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, hammered 

conical shade, round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 

amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO black coated finish

2,621.80$              

9692CP

lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, hammered 

conical shade, round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 

amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated finish

2,828.60$              

9692RZ

lamp warmer, double, self standing, 250w type bulb (included), flexible lamp head, hammered 

conical shade, round base, single on/off switch for carving stations, stainless steel, 120V/60/1-ph, 2.1 

amps, nema 5-15P, 72" cord, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated finish

2,911.40$              

9655B
carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel brushed base and corner legs, gravy drip catch lane, for 

carving stations, solid corian top
2,006.40$              

9655MB
carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel XYLO black coated base and corner legs, gravy drip catch 

lane, for carving stations, solid corian top
2,274.60$              

9665WB
carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel brushed base and corner legs, gravy drip catch lane, for 

carving stations, polyethylene, white
1,832.00$              

9665WMB
carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel XYLO black coated base and corner legs, gravy drip catch 

lane, for carving stations, polyethylene, white
2,100.80$              

9665WCP
carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel XYLO copper coated base and corner legs, gravy drip 

catch lane, for carving stations, polyethylene, white
2,224.80$              

9665WRZ
carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel XYLO bronze coated base and corner legs, gravy drip 

catch lane, for carving stations, polyethylene, white
2,266.20$              

9665BB
carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel brushed base and corner legs, gravy drip catch lane, for 

carving stations, polyethylene, black
1,832.00$              

9665BMB
carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel Xylo black coated base and corner legs, gravy drip catch 

lane, for carving stations, polyethylene, black
2,100.80$              

9665BCP
carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel Xylo copper coated base and corner legs, gravy drip 

catch lane, for carving stations, polyethylene, black
2,224.80$              

9665BRZ
carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel Xylo bronze coated base and corner legs, gravy drip 

catch lane, for carving stations, polyethylene, black
2,266.20$              

9653B
carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel brushed base and corner legs, gravy drip catch lane, for 

carving stations, butcher block
1,641.80$              

9653MB
carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel brushed XYLO black caoted base and corner legs, gravy 

drip catch lane, for carving stations, butcher block
1,909.00$              

9653CP
carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel brushed XYLO copper caoted base and corner legs, gravy 

drip catch lane, for carving stations, butcher block
2,033.00$              

9653RZ
carving board, 18" x 24", with stainless steel brushed XYLO bronze caoted base and corner legs, gravy 

drip catch lane, for carving stations, butcher block
2,074.40$              

39311GMB

Crown collection soup chafer, 11 qt, round, hinged glass lid, drip free feature, removable food pan, 

vessel itself is a water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, removable 

clip on utensil holder, 18/10 s/s, 5 star series, XYLO Black coated base (not lid)

2,791.40$              



39311GCP

Crown collection soup chafer, 11 qt, round, hinged glass lid, drip free feature, removable food pan, 

vessel itself is a water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, removable 

clip on utensil holder, 18/10 s/s, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated base (not lid)

2,791.40$              

39311GRZ

Crown collection soup chafer, 11 qt, round, hinged glass lid, drip free feature, removable food pan, 

vessel itself is a water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, removable 

clip on utensil holder, 18/10 s/s, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated base (not lid)

2,791.40$              

39811G Please update price 2,828.60$              

39811GB

jazz Rock collection soup chafer, 11 qt, round, hinged glass lid, drip free feature, removable food pan, 

vessel itself is a water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, removable 

clip on utensil holder, 18/10 s/s, 5 star series,Brushed finish

3,180.20$              

39811GMB

jazz Rock collection soup chafer, 11 qt, round, hinged glass lid, drip free feature, removable food pan, 

vessel itself is a water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, removable 

clip on utensil holder, 18/10 s/s, 5 star series, XYLO Black coated base (not lid)

3,965.80$              

39811GCP

Jazz Rock collection soup chafer, 11 qt, round, hinged glass lid, drip free feature, removable food 

pan, vessel itself is a water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, 

removable clip on utensil holder, 18/10 s/s, 5 star series, XYLO copper coated base (not lid)

4,032.00$              

39811GRZ

Jazz Rock collection soup chafer, 11 qt, round, hinged glass lid, drip free feature, removable food 

pan, vessel itself is a water pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown mechanism, locks in at 180, 

removable clip on utensil holder, 18/10 s/s, 5 star series, XYLO bronze coated base (not lid)

4,114.60$              

3107FSB
Freedom style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes 

sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish
1,914.80$              

3107FSMB
Freedom style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes 

sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated
2,782.40$              

3107FSCP
Freedom style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes 

sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated
2,968.40$              

3107FSRZ
Freedom style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes 

sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated
2,989.00$              

3101FSB
Freedom style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt, lift off lid , includes sterno holder, food and 

waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish
1,691.40$              

3101FSMB
Freedom style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food 

and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated
1,873.20$              

3101FSCP
Freedom style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food 

and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated
2,018.00$              

3101FSRZ
Freedom style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food 

and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated
2,038.60$              

3107PLB
Pillard style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes 

sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish
1,914.80$              

3107PLMB
Pillard style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes 

sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated
2,782.40$              

3107PLCP
Pillard style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes 

sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated
2,968.40$              

3107PLRZ
Pillard style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes 

sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated
2,989.00$              

3101PLB
Pillard style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt, lift off lid , includes sterno holder, food and 

waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish
1,691.40$              

3101PLMB
Pillard style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food 

and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated
1,873.20$              

3101PLCP
Pillard style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food 

and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated
2,018.00$              

3101PLRZ
Pillard style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food 

and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated
2,038.60$              

3107P2B
P2 style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes sterno 

holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish
1,914.80$              

3107P2MB
P2 style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes sterno 

holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated
2,782.40$              

3107P2CP
P2 style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes sterno 

holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated
2,968.40$              

3107P2RZ
P2 style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes sterno 

holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated
2,989.00$              

3101P2B
P2 style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt, lift off lid , includes sterno holder, food and waterpan, 

stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish
1,691.40$              



3101P2MB
P2 style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food and 

waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated
1,873.20$              

3101P2CP
P2 style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food and 

waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated
2,018.00$              

3101P2RZ
P2 style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food and 

waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated
2,038.60$              

3107LHB
Lion head style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes 

sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish
1,844.40$              

3107LHMB
lion head style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes 

sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated
2,152.00$              

3107LHCP
Lion head style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes 

sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated
2,338.20$              

3107LHRZ
Lion Head style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes 

sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated
2,358.80$              

3101LHB
Lion head style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt, lift off lid , includes sterno holder, food and 

waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish
1,608.80$              

3101LHMB
Lion head style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food 

and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated
1,942.20$              

3101LHCP
Lion head style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food 

and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated
2,086.80$              

3101LHRZ
Lion head style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, food 

and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated
2,107.40$              

3107QAB
Queen anne style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes 

sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish
1,914.80$              

3107QAMB
Queen Anne style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes 

sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated
2,782.40$              

3107QACP
Queen Anne style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes 

sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated
2,968.40$              

3107QARZ
Queen Anne style collection Marmite soup chafer, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens halfway, includes 

sterno holder, food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated
2,989.00$              

3101QAB
Queen Anne style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt, lift off lid , includes sterno holder, food and 

waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, brushed finish
1,691.40$              

3101QAMB
Queen Anne style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, 

food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO black coated
1,873.20$              

3101QACP
Queen Anne style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, 

food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO copper coated
2,018.00$              

3101QARZ
Queen Anne style collection Marmite soup chafer, 2 qt,lift off lid with knob, includes sterno holder, 

food and waterpan, stainless steel, 4 star series, XYLO bronze coated
2,038.60$              

3108B
Classic soup marmite, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens filly, includes sterno shelf and holder, 

removable food and water pans, classis legs, heavy duty s/s construction, 5 star series, brushed finish
2,129.80$              

3108MB

Classic soup marmite, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens filly, includes sterno shelf and holder, 

removable food and water pans, classis legs, heavy duty s/s construction, 5 star series, XYLo black 

coated

2,564.00$              

3108CP

Classic soup marmite, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens filly, includes sterno shelf and holder, 

removable food and water pans, classis legs, heavy duty s/s construction, 5 star series, XYLo copper 

coated

2,750.00$              

3108RZ

Classic soup marmite, 7 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens filly, includes sterno shelf and holder, 

removable food and water pans, classis legs, heavy duty s/s construction, 5 star series, XYLo bronze 

coated

2,770.80$              

3105B
Classic soup marmite, 4.5 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens filly, includes sterno shelf and holder, 

removable food and water pans, classis legs, heavy duty s/s construction, 5 star series, brushed finish
1,881.60$              

3105MB

Classic soup marmite, 4.5 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens filly, includes sterno shelf and holder, 

removable food and water pans, classis legs, heavy duty s/s construction, 5 star series, XYLo black 

coated

2,357.20$              

3105CP

Classic soup marmite, 4.5 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens filly, includes sterno shelf and holder, 

removable food and water pans, classis legs, heavy duty s/s construction, 5 star series, XYLo copper 

coated

2,502.00$              



3105RZ

Classic soup marmite, 4.5 qt, hinged lid with knob, opens filly, includes sterno shelf and holder, 

removable food and water pans, classis legs, heavy duty s/s construction, 5 star series, XYLo bronze 

coated

2,522.60$              

7240B
java square colelction cofee/teapot, 64 oz, large, square, with hinged lid extra heavy hotel grade, one 

piece construction, 18/10 s/s, brushed finish
435.20$                 

7245B
java square colelction cofee/teapot, 46 oz, med, square, with hinged lid extra heavy hotel grade, one 

piece construction, 18/10 s/s, brushed finish
390.40$                 

7440B
java square colelction water pitcher, 64 oz, square, with ice guard, extra heavy hotel grade, one piece 

construction, 18/10 s/s, brushed finish
418.60$                 

7342B
jaza square collection creamer, 10 oz, square, extra heavy hotel grade quality, 18/10 s/s, brushed 

finish
137.40$                 

7341B
jaza square collection sugar bowl, 10 oz, square, extra heavy hotel grade quality, 18/10 s/s, brushed 

finish
115.80$                 

7230B
ballerina modern collection coffee pot, 64 oz, large, round, modern design, with hinged lid, extra 

heavy hotel grade quality, 5 star series, 18/10 s/s, brushed finish
340.80$                 

7430B
ballerina modern collection water pitcher, 64 oz, large, round, modern design, with ice guard, extra 

heavy hotel grade quality, 5 star series, 18/10 s/s, brushed finish
323.40$                 

7332B
ballerina modern collection creamer, 10 oz,round, modern design, w/o handle , extra heavy hotel 

grade quality, 5 star series, 18/10 s/s, brushed finish
130.80$                 

7331B
ballerina modern collection sugar bowl, 10 oz,round, modern design, with cover , extra heavy hotel 

grade quality, 5 star series, 18/10 s/s, brushed finish
120.40$                 

7280B arc collection coffee pot, 64 oz, hinged lid, with spout, stainless steel, brushed finish 289.60$                 

7480B arc collection coffee pot, 64 oz, hinged lid, with ice guard, stainless steel, brushed finish 246.20$                 

7381B arc collection sugar bowl, 8 oz, with lid, stainless steel, brushed finish 93.00$                   

7382B arc collection creamer bowl, 8 oz, stainless steel, brushed finish 138.60$                 

7534B
triumph colelction beverage server, 1.5 liter, double wall insulated with cushioned rubber closure, 

stainless steel, brushed finish
316.00$                 

7531B
triumph colelction beverage server, .4 liter, double wall insulated with cushioned rubber closure, 

stainless steel, brushed finish
241.20$                 

7532B
triumph colelction beverage server, .7 liter, double wall insulated with cushioned rubber closure, 

stainless steel, brushed finish
256.40$                 

7533B
triumph colelction beverage server, 1 liter, double wall insulated with cushioned rubber closure, 

stainless steel, brushed finish
280.40$                 

RB2323B
seafood/raw bar, 20 3/4"L x 20 3/4"W x 5"h, square, outer wave design, s/s with adjustable legs, 

perforated acrylic insert, hose included, brushed finish
3,783.80$              

RB2323MB
seafood/raw bar, 20 3/4"L x 20 3/4"W x 5"h, square, outer wave design, s/s with adjustable legs, 

perforated acrylic insert, hose included,XYLO black coated finish
4,590.20$              

RB2323CP
seafood/raw bar, 20 3/4"L x 20 3/4"W x 5"h, square, outer wave design, s/s with adjustable legs, 

perforated acrylic insert, hose included,XYLO copper coated finish
4,900.40$              

RB2323RZ
seafood/raw bar, 20 3/4"L x 20 3/4"W x 5"h, square, outer wave design, s/s with adjustable legs, 

perforated acrylic insert, hose included,XYLO bronze coated finish
4,962.40$              

RB3620B
seafood/raw bar, 36 1/2" L x 20 3/4"W x 5"H , square, outer wave design, s/s with adjustable legs, 

perforated acrylic insert, hose included, brushed finish
4,900.40$              

RB3620MB
seafood/raw bar, 36 1/2" L x 20 3/4"W x 5"H, square, outer wave design, s/s with adjustable legs, 

perforated acrylic insert, hose included,XYLO black coated finish
5,954.80$              

RB3620CP
seafood/raw bar,36 1/2" L x 20 3/4"W x 5"H, square, outer wave design, s/s with adjustable legs, 

perforated acrylic insert, hose included,XYLO copper coated finish
6,347.60$              

RB3620RZ
seafood/raw bar, 36 1/2" L x 20 3/4"W x 5"H, square, outer wave design, s/s with adjustable legs, 

perforated acrylic insert, hose included,XYLO bronze coated finish
6,389.00$              

7001B
buffet ice cream system, 3 gal insulated with dome lid, 18" tall with 2 handles, heavy duty stainless 

steel, brushed finish
2,518.40$              

7905B
lexus wine bucket stand, 18"W x 18"D x 33"H, floor stand, collapsible, with double walled s/s bowl, 

brushed finish
3,056.00$              

7904B
lexus wine bucket stand, 18"W x 18"D x 14"H, tabletop stand, collapsible, with double walled s/s 

bowl, brushed finish
1,799.00$              

9050MB beverage tub, 16.5"W x 18.5"D x 6"H, double wall, stainless steel, Xylo black coated finish 2,380.40$              

9050CP beverage tub, 16.5"W x 18.5"D x 6"H, double wall, stainless steel, Xylo copper coated finish 2,690.40$              

9050RZ beverage tub, 16.5"W x 18.5"D x 6"H, double wall, stainless steel, Xylo bronze coated finish 2,752.60$              

5934 Round Mirror Finished Induction Pot 4QT 781.60$                 

5924 Mirror Finished 3 piece Round Induction Pot 4QT 781.60$                 

5926 Mirror Finished 3 Piece Round Induction Pot 6QT 1,075.20$              



5946 Mirror Finished 2 piece Round Induction Pot 6QT 806.40$                 

5944 Mirror Finished 2 piece round Induction Pot 4QT 595.60$                 

5954 Mirror Finished 2 Piece Skillet Induction Pot  4QT 595.60$                 

5914 Round Mirror Finished 3 Piece Skillet Induction Pot, Dome Lid  4QT 781.60$                 

5914H Hammered 3 Piece Skillet Induction Pot, Dome Lid  4QT 806.40$                 

5904 Mirror Finished 3 Piece Round Induction Pot, Dome Lid 4QT 781.60$                 

5904H Hammered 3 Piece Round Induction Pot, Dome Lid 4QT 806.40$                 

5906 Mirror Finished 3 Piece Round Induction Pot, Dome Lid 6QT 1,075.20$              

5906H Hammered 3 Piece Round Induction Pot, Dome Lid 6QT 1,112.40$              

ST1702L Stainless Steel Two Hi-Rise Corners, Four Black Glass Shelves 2,394.40$              

1825 Wood Tabletop Riser, Table with four steel setup, Table- 15 5/8" Diameter x 10" H 947.00$                 

7600 SS Lid Holder and Spoon Rest 99.40$                   

3221PL
Pillar’d coffee urn, 1 ½ gallon, thermally vacuum insulated, no open flames, tightly sealed lid to 

preserve heat, heat resistant & easy-flow spigot handle, removable body, stainless steel, 5 star series 
2,364.80$              

3223PL
Pillar’d coffee urn, 3 gallon, thermally vacuum insulated, no open flames, tightly sealed lid to 

preserve heat, heat resistant & easy-flow spigot handle, removable body, stainless steel, 5 star series  
2,477.20$              

-$                        

7521

Beverage dispenser, 1.5 gallon, removable acrylic, slim body, stainless steel ice chamber, solid 

stainless steel base with drip catch tray, high quality acrylic & easy flow spigot handle, 18/10 

mirrored polish stainless steel, 5 star series 

1,441.40$              

7523

Beverage dispenser, 3 gallon, removable acrylic, slim body, stainless steel ice chamber, solid stainless 

steel base with drip catch tray, high quality acrylic & easy flow spigot handle, 18/10 mirrored polish 

stainless steel, 5 star series   

1,586.00$              

7525

Beverage dispenser, 5 gallon, removable acrylic, slim body, stainless steel ice chamber, solid stainless 

steel base with drip catch tray, high quality acrylic & easy flow spigot handle, 18/10 mirrored polish 

stainless steel, 5 star series 

1,867.00$              

3283
Coffee urn, 3 gallon, flat modern lid, removable body, heat resistant & easy flow spigot handle, Jazz 

style legs, 18/10 mirrored polish stainless steel, 5 star series   
1,437.40$              

3285
Coffee urn, 5 gallon, flat modern lid, removable body, heat resistant & easy flow spigot handle, Jazz 

style legs, 18/10 mirrored polish stainless steel, 5 star series  
1,598.00$              

7831
Cereal dispenser, 1.5 gallon, removable acrylic, slim body, easy dispensing with high quality 

mechanism, solid stainless steel base, 18/10 mirrored polish stainless steel, 5 star series  
1,923.20$              

7833
Cereal dispenser, 3 gallon, removable acrylic, slim body, easy dispensing with high quality 

mechanism, solid stainless steel base, 18/10 mirrored polish stainless steel, 5 star series  
2,124.00$              

ST5900

Hub Buffet Table, 66" x 30-3/4" x 32-1/4”H, heavy duty, includes (1) 63-1/4" x 28-1/8" reversible 

black/textured laminate shelf with stainless steel edge, stainless steel frame is collapsible to 7", (4) 

swivel casters (2 with brakes)

9,635.60$              

ST5910F
Hub Buffet Front Panel, 61” x 21-3/4”, textured laminate with stainless steel edge, with 24-1/4 x 11-

3/4 cutout dish hole, hooks onto hub buffet table (ST5900)
2,710.00$              

ST5912BKF
Hub Buffet Front Panel, 61” x 21-3/4”, black laminate with stainless steel edge, with 24-1/4 x 11-3/4 

cutout dish hole, hooks onto hub buffet table (ST5900)
2,710.00$              

ST5960ACF
Hub Buffet Optic Reflector Front Panel, 21-3/4" x 20-1/4”, square, hooks on to table frame (ST5900), 

acrylic with stainless steel edging, translucent (light not included)
1,505.60$              

ST5961LEDF
Hub Buffet LED Reflector Front Panel, 21-3/4" x 20-1/4”, square, hooks on to table frame (ST5900), 

acrylic with stainless steel edging, translucent, rechargeable battery operated
3,934.60$              

ST5962SF
Hub Buffet Front Panel, 21-3/4" x 20-1/4”, square, hooks on to table frame (ST5900), brushed 

stainless steel
1,325.00$              

ST5963BF
Hub Buffet Front Panel, 21-3/4" x 20-1/4”, square, hooks on to table frame (ST5900), black laminate 

with stainless steel edging
1,325.00$              

ST5964GF
Hub Buffet Front Panel, 21-3/4" x 20-1/4”, square, hooks on to table frame (ST5900), gray grained 

steel with stainless steel edging
1,325.00$              

ST5966TF
Hub Buffet Front Panel, 21-3/4" x 20-1/4”, square, hooks on to table frame (ST5900), textured 

laminate with stainless steel edging
1,325.00$              

ST5903GS
Hub Buffet Side Panels, (2) 28” x 21-1/4” panels, gray grained with stainless steel edge, hooks onto 

hub buffet table (ST5900) (2 per case)
2,569.60$              

ST5904LEDS
Hub Buffet LED Reflector Side Panels, (2) 28” x 21-1/4” panels, hooks onto hub buffet table (ST5900), 

acrylic with stainless steel edge, rechargeable battery operated (2 per case)
7,427.40$              

ST5906S
Hub Buffet Side Panels, (2) 28” x 21-1/4” panels, brushed stainless steel, hooks onto hub buffet table 

(ST5900) (2 per case)
2,569.60$              



ST5907ACS
Hub Buffet Side Panels, (2) 28” x 21-1/4” panels, optic reflector acrylic with stainless steel edge, 

hooks onto hub buffet table (ST5900) (light not included) (2 per case)
2,971.00$              

ST5908BKS
Hub Buffet Side Panels, (2) 28” x 21-1/4” panels, black laminate with stainless steel edge, hooks onto 

hub buffet table (ST5900) (2 per case)
2,569.60$              

ST5909S
Hub Buffet Side Panels, (2) 28” x 21-1/4” panels, textured laminate with stainless steel edge, hooks 

onto hub buffet table (ST5900) (2 per case)
2,569.60$              

ST5915IND

Hub Buffet Cooking/Warming Induction Tile, 31-7/16" x 22-1/4" overall, 15-1/4" x 11-3/4 burner, (2) 

easy grip side handles, includes power cord, gray grained laminate border, 1.8 kW, 120v/60/1-ph, 15 

amps

5,219.40$              

ST5970HT
Hub Buffet Hotplate Tile, 27-1/2” x 17-3/8", heats up to 150°F, includes power cord, ceramic glass 

top, gray grained laminate border
5,962.00$              

ST5917BIND

Hub Buffet Cooking/Warming Induction Tile, 31-7/16" x 22-1/4" overall, 15-1/4" x 11-3/4" burner, (2) 

easy grip side handles, includes power cord, black grained laminate border, 1.8 kW, 120v/60/1-ph, 15 

amps

5,219.40$              

ST5935WPT Hub Buffet Tile, 31-7/16" x 22-1/4" x 3/4"H, reversible gray grained/black with stainless steel edge 1,184.40$              

ST5940GT Hub Buffet Tile, 31-7/16" x 22-1/4" x 3/4"H, tempered glass with stainless steel edge, translucent 1,104.20$              

ST5937ST Hub Buffet Tile, 31-7/16" x 22-1/4" x 3/4"H, brushed stainless with stainless steel edge 1,184.40$              

ST5975WB
Hub Buffet Butcher Block Tile, 31-7/16" x 22-1/4" overall, 23-5/8 x 17-5/8" x 1-1/4" cutting surface, 

with stainless steel tray, maple wood, gray grained laminate border
3,131.60$              

ST5920CB
Hub Buffet Cutting Board Tile, 31-7/16" x 22-1/4" overall, 23-5/8 x 17-5/8 cutting surface, white 

polyethylene with stainless steel edge, gray grained laminate border
3,131.60$              

ST5925DIB
Hub Buffet Drop In Ice Bin Tile, 84 lbs. capacity, 31-7/16" x 22-1/4" overall, 8-1/2" deep, includes 

drain with valve, stainless steel, gray grained laminate border
5,119.00$              

ST5930BIB
Hub Buffet Built-Up Ice Bin Tile, 34 lbs. capacity, 31-7/16" x 22-1/4" overall, includes drain with valve, 

easy grip side handles, glass with stainless steel edge, gray grained laminate border
5,540.60$              

ST5950BL
Hub Buffet Bar Counter, 66-5/8” x 7-7/8” x 11-7/8”H, removable, textured laminate, stainless steel 

edge
2,489.20$              

ST5950BAC
Hub Buffet Bar Counter, 66-5/8” x 7-7/8” x 11-7/8”H, removable, optic reflector acrylic, stainless steel 

edge
3,914.60$              

ST5950BLSS
Hub Buffet Bar Counter, 66-5/8” x 7-7/8” x 11-7/8”H, removable, brushed stainless steel, stainless 

steel edge
2,730.20$              

ST5965RS
Hub Buffet Corner Table, 31-1/2” x 44-1/2” x 33”H, triangular, (3) reversible textured/ black laminate 

shelves, stainless steel, (4) swivel casters (2 with brakes)
6,745.00$              

ST5955BST
Hub Buffet Storage Tile Cart, 33-1/2" x 27" x 74"H, holds up to 6 tiles, includes bumpers and straps, 

coated steel, black, (4) swivel casters (2 with brakes)
6,624.40$              

ST5955C Dust Cover, for ST5955, with zipper, black 1,907.20$              

ST5980
Hub Buffet Storage Table Cart, 78” x 35-3/4” x 71”H, fits 8 folded Hub Buffet tables, includes 

bumpers, coated steel, black, (4) swivel casters (2 with brakes)
7,226.80$              

ST5980C Dust Cover, for ST5980, with zipper, black 1,806.80$              

ST5985RB Hub Buffet Raw Bar, 60" x 26" x 5" deep, stainless steel 9,635.60$              

ST5900C Dust Cover, for ST5900, with zipper, black 1,586.00$              

ST5990C
Dust Cover, for HB6500W, HB6505R, HB6510S, HB6515B, HB6520B, HB6520T, HB6525G, HB6530C, 

with zipper, black
1,666.20$              

ST5995SR Hub Buffet Speed Rail, 10" x 5", stainless steel 718.80$                 

7503 Eastern Tabletop, Square Juicer, 3 Gallon 1,164.40$              

7505 Eastern Tabletop, Square Juicer 5 Gallon 1,505.60$              

3225FS
Freedom Coffee Urn, 5 gallon, 15-1/2" x 14" x 28"H, thermally vacuum insulated, no open flame, lid, 

spigot, removable body, stainless steel, 5 Star Series
2,686.00$              

3225FSB
Freedom Coffee Urn, 5 gallon, 15-1/2" x 14" x 28"H, thermally vacuum insulated, no open flame, lid, 

spigot, removable body, stainless steel, brushed finish, 5 Star Series (made to order, non-returnable)
2,927.00$              

3223FS
Freedom Coffee Urn, 3 gallon, 13-1/2" x 13-1/2" x 24-1/2"H, thermally vacuum insulated, no open 

flame, lid, spigot, removable body, stainless steel, 5 Star Series
2,477.20$              

3223FSB

Freedom Coffee Urn, 3 gallon, 13-1/2" x 13-1/2" x 24-1/2"H, thermally vacuum insulated, no open 

flame, lid, spigot, removable body, stainless steel, brushed finish, 5 Star Series (made to order, non-

returnable)

2,678.00$              

3221FS
Freedom Coffee Urn, 1-1/2 gallon, 13" x 12" x 21-1/2"H, thermally vacuum insulated, no open flame, 

lid, spigot, removable body, stainless steel, 5 Star Series
2,364.80$              



3221FSB

Freedom Coffee Urn, 1-1/2 gallon, 13" x 12" x 21-1/2"H, thermally vacuum insulated, no open flame, 

lid, spigot, removable body, stainless steel, brushed finish, 5 Star Series (made to order, non-

returnable)

2,525.40$              

3106

Classic Marmite Soup Chafer, 4.5 qt., hinged lid with knob, opens fully, includes sterno shelf and 

holder, removable white porcelain food pan, classic legs, heavy duty stainless steel construction, 5 

Star Series

1,806.80$              

3109

Classic Marmite Soup Chafer, 7 qt., hinged lid with knob, opens fully, includes sterno shelf and 

holder, removable white porcelain food pan, classic legs, heavy duty stainless steel construction, 5 

Star Series

2,122.20$              

3385

Quick Connect Induction Riser, 18-1/2"L x 16-3/4"W x 4-1/2"H, rectangular, for small chafers, 

induction pots & pans, single burner, sensor touch control, digital display, (10) temperature control 

settings (800-1800 watts), temperature lock feature, on/off & power indication, temperature range: 

140℉ to 460℉, timer function: up to 240 minutes, auto shutoff without pot, over 

heat/voltage/current protection, glass induction top, stainless steel base, 120v/60/1-ph, 15 amps, 

NEMA 5-15P, ETL, cETL

1,806.80$              

9001PB

Portable Battery, for use with induction warmers & heat lamps (indoor/outdoor), 16” x 6-2/5” x 10”, 

includes: (4) USB ports, dual AC outlet, OLED display with real time work status, built-in ventilation, 

carrying handle, fuse protection, flame retardant, fire resistant, short circuit/over charge/over 

heat/over discharge/over voltage/anti-corrosion/high temperature/moisture/anti-oxidation 

protection, 5-1/2-7 hour charge rate, battery life: 5 hours, aluminum alloy body, 25 lb unit weight, 

110/220V/50/60/1-ph, 1000 watt built-in pure sine inverter, 4.55/9.1 amps (2 year manufacturer's 

defect warranty)

5,620.80$              

9621

Lamp Warmer, single, self standing, 250W type bulb (included), curved style lamp, conical shade, 

round base, single on/off switch, for carving station, stainless steel, brushed finish, 120v/60/1-ph, 2.1 

amps, cord, NEMA 5-15P, 4 Star Series

1,064.00$              

3995GPL

Jazz Rock Collection Induction Chafer, 8 qt., rectangular, hotel grade, full glass hinged cover, 3-points 

of drip free feature with condensation catch, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown 

mechanism (locks in at 180°), works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as a chafer tabletop, 18/10 

stainless steel, Pillar'd style removable base, 7 Star Series

4,441.40$              

3995PL

Jazz Rock Collection Induction Chafer, 8 qt., rectangular, hotel grade, full hinged cover, 3-points of 

drip free feature with condensation catch, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown 

mechanism (locks in at 180°), works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as a chafer tabletop, 18/10 

stainless steel, Pillar'd style removable base, 7 Star Series

4,362.80$              

3994GPL

Jazz Rock Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., square, hotel grade, full glass hinged cover, 3-points of 

drip free feature with condensation catch, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown 

mechanism (locks in at 180°), works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as a chafer tabletop, 18/10 

stainless steel, Pillar'd style removable base, 7 Star Series

3,899.60$              

3994PL

Jazz Rock Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., square, hotel grade, full hinged cover, 3-points of drip 

free feature with condensation catch, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown 

mechanism (locks in at 180°), works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as a chafer tabletop, 18/10 

stainless steel, Pillar'd style removable base, 7 Star Series

3,721.80$              

3997GPL

Jazz Rock Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., square, hotel grade, full glass hinged cover, 3-points of 

drip free feature with condensation catch, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown 

mechanism (locks in at 180°), works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as a chafer tabletop, 18/10 

stainless steel, Pillar'd style removable base, 7 Star Series

3,688.80$              

3997PL

Jazz Rock Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., square, hotel grade, full hinged cover, 3-points of drip 

free feature with condensation catch, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown 

mechanism (locks in at 180°), works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as a chafer tabletop, 18/10 

stainless steel, Pillar'd style removable base, 7 Star Series

3,469.60$              

3998GPL

Jazz Rock Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., round, hotel grade, full glass hinged cover, 3-points of 

drip free feature with condensation catch, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown 

mechanism (locks in at 180°), works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as a chafer tabletop, 18/10 

stainless steel, Pillar'd style removable base, 7 Star Series

3,899.60$              

3998PL

Jazz Rock Collection Induction Chafer, 6 qt., round, hotel grade, full hinged cover, 3-points of drip 

free feature with condensation catch, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown 

mechanism (locks in at 180°), works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as a chafer tabletop, 18/10 

stainless steel, Pillar'd style removable base, 7 Star Series

3,721.40$              

3999GPL

Jazz Rock Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., round, hotel grade, full glass hinged cover, 3-points of 

drip free feature with condensation catch, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown 

mechanism (locks in at 180°), works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as a chafer tabletop, 18/10 

stainless steel, Pillar'd style removable base, 7 Star Series

3,688.80$              



3999PL

Jazz Rock Collection Induction Chafer, 4 qt., round, hotel grade, full hinged cover, 3-points of drip 

free feature with condensation catch, includes food pan, hydraulic hinged slowed letdown 

mechanism (locks in at 180°), works on all induction warmers/cookers/or as a chafer tabletop, 18/10 

stainless steel, Pillar'd style removable base, 7 Star Series

3,469.60$              

ST1810G
Q-Bik Mobile Buffet Display System, 3-tier, 19-3/4"W x 19-3/4"D x 47-1/4"H, small, includes (2) 

removable glass shelves, hidden heavy duty locking casters, 18/10 stainless steel
3,854.40$              

ST1810W
Q-Bik Mobile Buffet Display System, 3-tier, 19-3/4"W x 19-3/4"D x 47-1/4"H, small, includes (2) 

removable & reversible black wood shelves, hidden heavy duty locking casters, 18/10 stainless steel
4,175.40$              

ST1820G
Q-Bik Mobile Buffet Display System, 4-tier, 19-3/4"W x 19-3/4"D x 63"H, medium, includes (3) 

removable glass shelves, hidden heavy duty locking casters, 18/10 stainless steel
5,018.60$              

ST1820W
Q-Bik Mobile Buffet Display System, 4-tier, 19-3/4"W x 19-3/4"D x 63"H, medium, includes (3) 

removable & reversible black wood shelves, hidden heavy duty locking casters, 18/10 stainless steel
5,339.80$              

ST1830G
Q-Bik Mobile Buffet Display System, 4-tier, 19-3/4"W x 19-3/4"D x 78-3/4"H, large, includes (4) 

removable glass shelves, hidden heavy duty locking casters, 18/10 stainless steel
6,223.00$              

ST1830W
Q-Bik Mobile Buffet Display System, 4-tier, 19-3/4"W x 19-3/4"D x 78-3/4"H, large, includes (4) 

removable & reversible black wood shelves, hidden heavy duty locking casters, 18/10 stainless steel
6,544.20$              

ST1810GMB

Q-Bik Mobile Buffet Display System, 3-tier, 19-3/4"W x 19-3/4"D x 47-1/4"H, small, includes (2) 

removable glass shelves, hidden heavy duty locking casters, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO black coated 

finish (made to order, non-returnable)

8,270.60$              

ST1830GMB

Q-Bik Mobile Buffet Display System, 4-tier, 19-3/4"W x 19-3/4"D x 78-3/4"H, large, includes (4) 

removable glass shelves, hidden heavy duty locking casters, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO black coated 

finish (made to order, non-returnable)

10,639.20$            

ST18G Shelf Connector, 47-1/4"L x 17-1/2"W, long, glass, for Q-Bik Mobile Buffet Display System 502.00$                 

ST18WT Shelf Connector, 47-1/4"L x 17-1/2"W, long, wood, for Q-Bik Mobile Buffet Display System 702.60$                 

ST1880G
Mobile Buffet Display System, 4-tier, 80"W x 18"D x 72"H, includes (8) removable glass shelves, folds 

away for storage, hidden heavy duty locking casters, 18/10 stainless steel
8,832.60$              

ST1880W
Mobile Buffet Display System, 4-tier, 80"W x 18"D x 72"H, includes (8) removable & reversible black 

wood shelves, folds away for storage, hidden heavy duty locking casters, 18/10 stainless steel
8,832.60$              

ST1880GMB

Mobile Buffet Display System, 4-tier, 80"W x 18"D x 72"H, includes (8) removable glass shelves, folds 

away for storage, hidden heavy duty locking casters, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO black coated finish 

(made to order, non-returnable)

11,843.60$            

ST1860G
Pie Mobile Buffet Display System, 4-tier, 33-1/2"W x 22"D x 74-3/4"H, large, includes (3) removable 

glass shelves, hidden heavy duty locking casters, 18/10 stainless steel
6,745.00$              

ST1860W
Pie Mobile Buffet Display System, 4-tier, 33-1/2"W x 22"D x 74-3/4"H, large, includes (3) removable & 

reversible black wood shelves, hidden heavy duty locking casters, 18/10 stainless steel
7,066.20$              

ST1870G
Pie Mobile Buffet Display System, 4-tier, 33-1/2"W x 22"D x 57-1/4"H, medium, includes (3) 

removable glass shelves, hidden heavy duty locking casters, 18/10 stainless steel
5,942.00$              

ST1870W
Pie Mobile Buffet Display System, 4-tier, 33-1/2"W x 22"D x 57-1/4"H, medium, includes (3) 

removable & reversible black wood shelves, hidden heavy duty locking casters, 18/10 stainless steel
6,223.00$              

ST1850G

Banquet Table, heavy duty, includes: (4) connected square tables, (1) 30-1/4" x 30-1/4" x 41-1/2" 

table, (1) 27-3/4" x 29-7/8" x 37-1/2" table, (1) 27-3/4" x 29-7/8" x 33-1/2" table & (1) 27-3/4" x 29-

7/8" x 29-3/4" table, (4) glass tops with stainless steel edge, stainless steel frame, 4-wheel drive, 

tables nest to 31"W x 31"D for storage, 58" max width open, (10) locking casters

12,847.40$            

ST1850W

Banquet Table, heavy duty, includes: (4) connected square tables, (1) 30-1/4" x 30-1/4" x 41-1/2" 

table, (1) 27-3/4" x 29-7/8" x 37-1/2" table, (1) 27-3/4" x 29-7/8" x 33-1/2" table & (1) 27-3/4" x 29-

7/8" x 29-3/4" table, (4) reversible black/gray grained wood/laminate tops with stainless steel edge, 

stainless steel frame, 4-wheel drive, tables nest to 31"W x 31"D for storage, 58" max width open, (10) 

locking casters

12,847.40$            

WT6838 Pram Flip Service Cart 6,745.00$              

WT6839 Round Flip Service Cart 6,745.00$              

ST1780 Grandstand Mobile Buffet 11,598.80$            

ST1790 Cartwheel Mobile Buffet-Glass Shelves 11,803.60$            

AC1790 Cartwheel Mobile Buffet-Acrylic Shelves 11,803.60$            

ST1790MB Black Coated Cartwheel Mobile Buffet- Acrylic Shelves 16,219.80$            

ST1770 W Mobile Buffet-Glass Shelves 7,387.20$              



AC1770 W Mobile Buffet-Acrylic Shelves 7,387.20$              

ST1770MB Black Coated "W" Mobile Buffet-Acrylic Shelves 10,840.00$            

ST1760 Square Mobile Buffet-Acrylic Shelves 11,803.60$            

AC1760 Square Mobile Buffet-Black Acrylic Shelves 11,803.60$            

ST1760MB Black Coated Square Mobile Buffet-Acrylic Shelves 16,219.80$            

ST1805 Pyramid Mobile Buffet-Stainless Steel 5,540.60$              

1805 Pyramid Mobile Buffet-Bamboo Wood Finish 3,533.00$              

1805BK Pyramid Mobile Buffet-Black Wood Finish 3,533.00$              

ST1725 triangle set rolling buffet w/ glass clear tempered shelves 5,620.80$              

AC1725 triangle set rolling buffet w/ acrylic shelves 5,620.80$              

AC1725BK triangle set rolling buffet w/ black acrylic shelves 5,620.80$              

ST1730 honeycomb s/s rolling buffet w/ glass clear tempered shelves 10,438.60$            

AC1730 honeycomb s/s rolling buffet w/ acrylic shelves 10,438.60$            

AC1730BK honeycomb s/s rolling buffet w/ black acrylic shelves 10,438.60$            

ST1700 X shaped rolling buffet w/ glass clear tempered shelves 7,387.20$              

AC1700 X shaped rolling buffet w/ acrylic shelves 7,387.20$              

AC1700BK X shaped rolling buffet w/ black acrylic shelves 7,748.60$              

ST6024G collapsible table w/ glass top w/ s/s edging support 3,533.00$              

ST3823 glass trolley 3,533.00$              

3221PLB
Pillar'd Coffee Urn, 1-1/2 gallon, 13" x 12" x 21-1/2"H, thermally vacuum insulated, no open flame, 

lid, spigot, removable body, with pillar'd legs, stainless steel, brushed finish, 5 Star Series
2,525.40$              

ST1820GMB

Q-Bik Mobile Buffet Display System, 4-tier, 19-3/4"W x 19-3/4"D x 63"H, medium, includes (3) 

removable glass shelves, hidden heavy duty locking casters, 18/10 stainless steel, XYLO black coated 

finish

9,434.80$              

806IND

Induction Cooktop, 11-13/16"W x 15-1/3"D x 3-7/16"H overall, built-in size: 11"W x 14-9/16"D, built-

in or tabletop, single burner, sensor touch control, digital display, 10-level temperature indication & 

adjustment, on/off & power indication, temperature range: 140℉ to 460℉, timer function: up to 240 

minutes, temperature lock function, auto shutoff without pot, over heat/voltage/current protection, 

acrylic bottom with glass top, 120v/60/1-ph, 1800 watts, 15 amps, NEMA 5-15P, ETL, cETL

1,104.20$              

5994RB

3 pc, (vassle, food pan, lid) 4QT . Orbit Chafer pot, serves as a double boiler and subs the traditional 

chafer to give your buffet a fresh homestyle look. 3 ply induction pot fits a stainless steel or ceramic 

food pan, black rubber edged glass lid. Mirror polished SS Finish, Built-in cover handle locks on either 

side of pot handle at 70 degrees for stylish and easy serving.

763.00$                 

5994RBH

3 pc, (vassle, food pan, lid) 4QT. Orbit Chafer pot, serves as a double boiler and subs the traditional 

chafer to give your buffet a fresh homestyle look. 3 ply induction pot fits a stainless steel or ceramic 

food pan, black rubber edged glass lid. Hammered Finish, Built-in cover handle locks on either side of 

pot handle at 70 degrees for stylish and easy serving.

763.00$                 

5994RR

3 pc, (vassle, food pan, lid) 4QT . Orbit Chafer pot, serves as a double boiler and subs the traditional 

chafer to give your buffet a fresh homestyle look. 3 ply induction pot fits a stainless steel or ceramic 

food pan, Red rubber edged glass lid. Mirror polished SS Finish, Built-in cover handle locks on either 

side of pot handle at 70 degrees for stylish and easy serving.

763.00$                 

5994RRH

3 pc, (vassle, food pan, lid) 4QT. Orbit Chafer pot, serves as a double boiler and subs the traditional 

chafer to give your buffet a fresh homestyle look. 3 ply induction pot fits a stainless steel or ceramic 

food pan, Red rubber edged glass lid. Hammered Finish, Built-in cover handle locks on either side of 

pot handle at 70 degrees for stylish and easy serving.

763.00$                 

5996RB

3 pc, (vassle, food pan, lid) 6QT . Orbit Chafer pot, serves as a double boiler and subs the traditional 

chafer to give your buffet a fresh homestyle look. 3 ply induction pot fits a stainless steel or ceramic 

food pan, black rubber edged glass lid. Mirror polished SS Finish, Built-in cover handle locks on either 

side of pot handle at 70 degrees for stylish and easy serving.

979.60$                 

5996RBH

3 pc, (vassle, food pan, lid) 6QT. Orbit Chafer pot, serves as a double boiler and subs the traditional 

chafer to give your buffet a fresh homestyle look. 3 ply induction pot fits a stainless steel or ceramic 

food pan, black rubber edged glass lid. Hammered Finish, Built-in cover handle locks on either side of 

pot handle at 70 degrees for stylish and easy serving.

979.60$                 

5996RR

3 pc, (vassle, food pan, lid) 6QT . Orbit Chafer pot, serves as a double boiler and subs the traditional 

chafer to give your buffet a fresh homestyle look. 3 ply induction pot fits a stainless steel or ceramic 

food pan, Red rubber edged glass lid. Mirror polished SS Finish, Built-in cover handle locks on either 

side of pot handle at 70 degrees for stylish and easy serving.

979.60$                 



5996RRH

3 pc, (vassle, food pan, lid) 6QT. Orbit Chafer pot, serves as a double boiler and subs the traditional 

chafer to give your buffet a fresh homestyle look. 3 ply induction pot fits a stainless steel or ceramic 

food pan, Red rubber edged glass lid. Hammered Finish, Built-in cover handle locks on either side of 

pot handle at 70 degrees for stylish and easy serving.

979.60$                 

-$                        

1632B Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, smooth bowl,  AQUA Finish 192.80$                 

1632G Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, smooth bowl, KIWI Finish 192.80$                 

1632R Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, smooth bowl,BURNT RED finish 192.80$                 

1634B Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, Flair bowl, AQUA Finish 192.80$                 

1634G Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, Flair bowl, KIWI RED 192.80$                 

1634R Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, Flair bowl, BURNT RED 192.80$                 

1636G Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, smooth bowl, KIWI Finish 192.80$                 

1636R Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, smooth bowl, BURNT RED Finish 192.80$                 

1636B Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, smooth bowl, AQUA Finish 192.80$                 

1638B Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, smooth bowl, AQUA Finish 192.80$                 

1638G Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, smooth bowl, KIWI finish 192.80$                 

1638R Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, smooth bowl, BURNT RED Finish 192.80$                 

1640G Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, Flair bowl, KIWI RED 192.80$                 

1640R Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, Flair bowl, BURNT RED 192.80$                 

1640B Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, Flair bowl, AQUA Finish 192.80$                 

1642B Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, flat tray, AQUA Finish 136.60$                 

1642R Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, flat tray, BURNT RED 136.60$                 

1642G Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, flat tray, KIWI RED 136.60$                 

1646B Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, bowl, AQUA Finish 192.80$                 

1646G Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, bowl, KIWI finish 192.80$                 

1646R Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, bowl, BURNT RED 192.80$                 

1648B Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, Wave tray, AQUA Finish 192.80$                 

1648G Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, Wave tray, KIWI RED 192.80$                 

1648R Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, Wave tray, BURNT RED 192.80$                 

1650B Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, flair tray, AQUA Finish 277.20$                 

1650R Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, flair tray, BURNT RED 277.20$                 

1650G Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, flair tray, KIWI 277.20$                 

1652G Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, flair bowl, KIWI RED 192.80$                 

1652R Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, flair bowl, BURNT RED 192.80$                 

1652B Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, flair bowl, AQUA Finish 192.80$                 

16001C Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, ice bowl, WHITE ICE Finish 341.40$                 

16021C Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, ice bowl, WHITE ICE Finish 273.20$                 

16041C Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, ice tray, WHITE ICE Finish 337.40$                 

16061C Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, ice bowl, WHITE ICE Finish 237.00$                 

16081C Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, ice bowl, WHITE ICE Finish 192.80$                 

16101C Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, ice bowl, WHITE ICE Finish 192.80$                 

16121C Kalydo Colorful, 12 mm tempered glass, ice bowl, WHITE ICE Finish 192.80$                 

8560AC18 TABLETOP SHIELD, SELF STANDING, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES 502.00$                 

8562AC18 TABLETOP SHIELD, SELF STANDING, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES 763.00$                 

8560AC316 TABLETOP SHIELD, SELF STANDING, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES 602.40$                 

8562AC316 TABLETOP SHIELD, SELF STANDING, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES 1,003.80$              

8561AC BUFFET SHIELD, SELF STANDING, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES 702.80$                 

8563AC BUFFET SHIELD, SELF STANDING, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES 1,104.20$              

8570AC18
TABLETOP SHIELD, SELF STANDING, TRANSACTION CUT OUT 14X6, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND 

EDGES
602.40$                 

8572AC18
TABLETOP SHIELD, SELF STANDING, TRANSACTION CUT OUT 16X6, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND 

EDGES
879.40$                 

8570AC316
TABLETOP SHIELD, SELF STANDING, TRANSACTION CUT OUT 14X6, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND 

EDGES
702.80$                 

8572AC316
TABLETOP SHIELD, SELF STANDING, TRANSACTION CUT OUT 16X6, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND 

EDGES
1,064.00$              

8571AC
BUFFET SHIELD, SELF STANDING, TRANSACTION CUT OUT 14X6, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND 

EDGES
803.00$                 

8573AC
BUFFET SHIELD, SELF STANDING, TANSACTION CUT OUT 16X6, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND 

EDGES
1,164.40$              

8565AC18 TABLETOP SHIELD, SELF STANDING, STRAIGHT, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES 502.00$                 



8567AC18 TABLETOP SHIELD, SELF STANDING, STRAIGHT, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES 763.00$                 

8565AC316 TABLETOP SHIELD, SELF STANDING, STRAIGHT, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES 602.40$                 

8567AC316 TABLETOP SHIELD, SELF STANDING, STRAIGHT, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES 1,003.80$              

8566AC BUFFET SHIELD, SELF STANDING, STRAIGHT, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES 702.80$                 

8568AC BUFFET SHIELD, SELF STANDING, STRAIGHT, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES 1,104.20$              

8540AC18
TABLETOP SHIELD, SIDE SUPPORT, TRANSACTION CUT OUT 14X6, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND 

EDGES
602.40$                 

8542AC18
TABLETOP SHIELD, SIDE SUPPORT, TRANSACTION CUT OUT 16X6, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND 

EDGES
879.40$                 

8544AC316
TABLETOP SHIELD, SIDE SUPPORT, TRANSACTION CUT OUT 14X6, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND 

EDGES
843.20$                 

8540AC316
TABLETOP SHIELD, SIDE SUPPORT, TRANSACTION CUT OUT 16X6, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND 

EDGES
702.80$                 

8542AC316
TABLETOP SHIELD, SIDE SUPPORT, TRANSACTION CUT OUT 14X6, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND 

EDGES
1,064.00$              

8585AC18 TABLETOP SHIELD, SELF STANDING, CURVED, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES 502.00$                 

8587AC18 TABLETOP SHIELD, SELF STANDING, CURVED, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES 763.00$                 

8585AC316 TABLETOP SHIELD, SELF STANDING, CURVED, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES 602.40$                 

8587AC316 TABLETOP SHIELD, SELF STANDING, CURVED, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES 1,003.80$              

8586AC BUFFET SHIELD, SELF STANDING, CURVED, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES 702.80$                 

8588AC BUFFET SHIELD, SELF STANDING, CURVED, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES 1,104.20$              

8580AC18
TABLETOP SHIELD, SELF STANDING, CURVED, TRANSACTION CUT OUT 14X6, CLEAR, 

POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES
602.40$                 

8582AC18
TABLETOP SHIELD, SELF STANDING, CURVED, TRANSACTION CUT OUT 16X6, CLEAR, 

POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES
879.40$                 

8580AC316
TABLETOP SHIELD, SELF STANDING, CURVED, TRANSACTION CUT OUT 14X6, CLEAR, 

POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES
702.80$                 

8582AC316
TABLETOP SHIELD, SELF STANDING, CURVED, TRANSACTION CUT OUT 16X6, CLEAR, 

POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES
1,064.00$              

8581AC
BUFFET SHIELD, SELF STANDING, CURVED, TRANSACTION CUT OUT 14X6, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, 

ROUND EDGES
803.00$                 

8541AC316
TABLETOP SHIELD, THICK, SIDE SUPPORT, 8X5 TRANSACTION CUT OUT, ROUND EDGES, 

POLYCARBONATE, CLEAR
1,164.40$              

8583AC
BUFFET SHIELD, SELF STANDING, CURVED, TRANSACTION CUT OUT 16X6, ROUND EDGES, 

POLYCARBONATE, CLEAR
1,164.40$              

8590AC 4 PEOPLE TABLE DIVIDER, NON-SKID SUPPORTS, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES, 879.40$                 

8530AC BUFFET SHIELD, 3 SIDED HINGED, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES, EXTRA TALL, 2,248.40$              

8532AC BUFFET SHIELD, 3 SIDED HINGED, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES 1,927.20$              

8534AC BUFFET SHIELD, 3 SIDED HINGED, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES 1,505.60$              

8550AC BUFFET SHIELD, ENCLOSED 4 SIDED, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE 3,934.60$              

8597AC SIT DOWN STRAIGHT TABLE DIVIDER, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE, ROUND EDGES 401.60$                 

ST8525G
HUB BUFFET SHIELD, STAINLESS STEEL CLIP SUPPORT, ANGLED, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE (CUSTOM 

SIZE AVAIL)
4,817.80$              

ST8520 HUB BUFFET SHIELD, STAINLESS STEEL CLIP SUPPORT, STRAIGHT, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE 3,151.80$              

ST8522 HUB BUFFET SHIELD, STAINLESS STEEL CLIP SUPPORT, STRAIGHT, CLEAR, POLYCARBONATE 3,573.20$              

ST5988SG HUB BUFFET SNEEZE GUARD, DOUBLE SIDED, HEAVY DUTY GLASS, BRUSHED S/S BORDER & LEGS 3,854.40$              

8596AC SHELF SNEEZE GUARD, ENCLOSED 3 SIDES, POLYCARBONATE, CLEAR, FITS ST1780 241.00$                 

8598AC SHELF SNEEZE GUARD, ENCLOSED 3 SIDES, POLYCARBONATE, CLEAR, FITS ST1780 381.60$                 

8594AC SHELF SNEEZE GUARD, ENCLOSED 3 SIDES, POLYCARBONATE, CLEAR, FITS ST1780 261.00$                 

8599AC SHELF SNEEZE GUARD, ENCLOSED 3 SIDES, POLYCARBONATE, CLEAR, FITS ST1780 441.80$                 

ST8510AC
SELF STANDING FLOOR PARTITION, SUPPORT TUBING W/ CLIP ON, POLYCARBONATE, CLEAR, HALF 

SIZE SHIELD
3,854.40$              

ST8512AC
SELF STANDING FLOOR PARTITION, SUPPORT TUBING W/ CLIP ON, POLYCARBONATE, CLEAR, HALF 

SIZE SHIELD
4,175.40$              

ST8513AC
SELF STANDING FLOOR PARTITION, SUPPORT TUBING W/ CLIP ON, POLYCARBONATE, CLEAR, HALF 

SIZE SHIELD
4,657.20$              

ST8510ACMB
SELF STANDING FLOOR PARTITION, SUPPORT TUBING W/ CLIP ON, POLYCARBONATE, CLEAR, HALF 

SIZE SHIELD, BLACK FINISH
5,058.80$              

ST8512ACMB
SELF STANDING FLOOR PARTITION, SUPPORT TUBING W/ CLIP ON, POLYCARBONATE, CLEAR, HALF 

SIZE SHIELD, BLACK FINISH
5,380.00$              



ST8513ACMB
SELF STANDING FLOOR PARTITION, SUPPORT TUBING W/ CLIP ON, POLYCARBONATE, CLEAR, HALF 

SIZE SHIELD, BLACK FINISH
5,861.60$              

ST8510ACRZ
SELF STANDING FLOOR PARTITION, SUPPORT TUBING W/ CLIP ON, POLYCARBONATE, CLEAR, HALF 

SIZE SHIELD, BRONZE FINISH
5,058.80$              

ST8512ACRZ
SELF STANDING FLOOR PARTITION, SUPPORT TUBING W/ CLIP ON, POLYCARBONATE, CLEAR, HALF 

SIZE SHIELD, BLACK FINISH
5,380.00$              

ST8513ACRZ
SELF STANDING FLOOR PARTITION, SUPPORT TUBING W/ CLIP ON, POLYCARBONATE, CLEAR, HALF 

SIZE SHIELD, BRONZE FINISH
5,861.60$              

ST8500AC
STAINLESS STEEL ACRYLIC PARTITIONS, INCLUDES 4 POLYCARBONATE PANELS, HEAVY DUTY LOCKING 

CASTERS, FOLDS AWAY
7,628.20$              

ST6100PS
MOBILE WASHING STATION, 2 S/S FRONT DOORS, 1 PIECE SINK & COUNTER CONSTRUCTION, HOT/ 

COLD FAUCET, INCLUDES WATER & WASTEWATER TANKS 
7,949.40$              

ST6105PS

MOBILE WASHING STATION, REVERSIBLE GREY GRAINED/ BLACK PANELS, 2 S/S FRONT DOORS, 1 

PIECE SINK & COUNTER CONSTRUCTION, HOT/ COLD FAUCET, INCLUDES WATER & WASTEWATER 

TANKS 

9,153.80$              

ST6120PS

MOBILE WASHING STATION, TEXURED CHARCOAL/ SANDSTONE PANELS, 2 S/S FRONT DOORS, 1 

PIECE SINK & COUNTER CONSTRUCTION, HOT/ COLD FAUCET, INCLUDES WATER & WASTEWATER 

TANKS 

9,153.80$              

ST5901G
HUB BUFFET TRANSPORT CART, EXTENDING SHELF, S/S HANDLE, GREY GRAINED WITH S/S EDGE 

FRAME
6,745.00$              

WT6849R
CARTWHEEL TROLLEY SERVICE CART, ROUND SHAPE, 5 BOTTLE WINE RACK, 18 CUP GLASS RACK, 

WOOD SHELVES WITH S/S FRAME, REVERSIBLE SHELVES BLACK OR WALNUT FINISH
7,588.00$              

WT6848R
CARTWHEEL PRAM SERVICE CART, 5 BOTTLE WINE RACK, 50 CUP GLASS RACK, WOOD SHELVES WITH 

S/S FRAME, REVERSIBLE SHELVES BLACK OR WALNUT FINISH
7,588.00$              

WB3415TT

HOTEL GRADE MOBILE BAR, BUILT-IN ICE BIN & GLASS RACKS, S/S INTERIOR COUNTER, BLACK 

QUARTZ STONE WITH SMALL WHITE DOTZ TOP COUNTER, SANDSTONE TEXTURED LAMINATE/ 

BRUSHED CHARCOAL REVERSIBLE EXTERIOR TILES

22,081.40$            

WB3425GB COMPLETE BAR WITH GREY/ BLACK FLIPPABLE PANELS 22,081.40$            

WB3435S 6 FT. BAR, REVERSIBLE EXTERIOR BRUSHED S/S 22,081.40$            

WB3445B 6 FT. BAR, EXTERIOR BLACK LAMINATE ONE BIG FRONT TILE 22,081.40$            

AC1763 HOTEL GRADE HIGH QUALITY ROLLING BUFFET BACK BAR, STAINLESS STEEL W/ ACRYLIC SHELVES 6,745.00$              

ST1763 HOTEL GRADE HIGH QUALITY ROLLING BUFFET BACK BAR, STAINLESS STEEL W/ GLASS SHELVES 6,745.00$              

AC1763MB HOTEL GRADE HIGH QUALITY ROLLING BUFFET BACK BAR, BLACK XYLO FINISH W/ ACRYLIC SHELVES 11,643.00$            

ST1763MB HOTEL GRADE HIGH QUALITY ROLLING BUFFET BACK BAR, BLACK XYLO FINISH W/ GLASS SHELVES 11,655.80$            

9080 8 QT. BUFFET SERVERS, S/S BASE WITH FOOD PAN, ACRYLIC LID 1,722.40$              

9085 8 QT. BUFFET SERVERS, S/S BASE WITH PORCELAIN FOOD PAN, ACRYLIC LID 2,032.60$              

9080MB 8 QT. BUFFET SERVERS, BLACK BASE WITH FOOD PAN, ACRYLIC LID 2,248.40$              

9085MB 8 QT. BUFFET SERVERS, BLACK BASE WITH PORCELAIN FOOD PAN, ACRYLIC LID 2,558.60$              

3155 5 STAR SQUARE COFFEE URN, 5 GAL, STAINLESS STEEL 1,565.80$              

3253 LEXUS CHAFING DISH, S/S WITH DOME LID 3,118.00$              

3253G LEXUS CHAFING DISH, S/S WITH GLASS LID 3,118.00$              

3253GMB LEXUS CHAFING DISH, BLACK BASE WITH GLASS LID -$                        

5984G 4 QT MINI INDUCTION CHAFER, STAINLESS STEEL 1,184.40$              

5984GH 4 QT MINI INDUCTION CHAFER, HAMMERED 1,244.60$              

5986G 6 QT MINI INDUCTION CHAFER, STAINLESS STEEL 1,305.00$              

5986GH 6 QT MINI INDUCTION CHAFER, HAMMERED 1,365.20$              

9618 5 STAR UMBRELLA LAMP WARMER, STAINLESS STEEL 1,728.00$              

9618CP 5 STAR UMBRELLA LAMP WARMER, COPPER XYLO FINISH 2,208.20$              

9618MB 5 STAR UMBRELLA LAMP WARMER, BLACK XYLO FINISH 2,208.20$              

9618RZ 5 STAR UMBRELLA LAMP WARMER, BRONZE XYLO FINISH 2,208.20$              

3385MB
Quick Connect Induction Riser, rectangular, induction pots & pans, single burner, glass induction top, 

black xylo finish base
1,967.40$              

3390 STAINLESS STEEL BASE, BUTCHER BLOCK CARVING BOARD, BLACK XYLO FINISH 1,666.20$              

3286 STAND, HOLDS ROUND ORBIT POTS, COMPATIBLE TO INDUCTION, STERNO OR ELECTRIC HEAT 763.00$                 

3286MB
STAND, HOLDS ROUND ORBIT POTS, COMPATIBLE TO INDUCTION, STERNO OR ELECTRIC HEAT, BLACK 

XYLO FINISH
943.60$                 

3286RD
STAND, HOLDS ROUND ORBIT POTS, COMPATIBLE TO INDUCTION, STERNO OR ELECTRIC HEAT, RED 

XYLO FINISH
943.60$                 



3286RZ
STAND, HOLDS ROUND ORBIT POTS, COMPATIBLE TO INDUCTION, STERNO OR ELECTRIC HEAT, 

BRONZE XYLO FINISH
943.60$                 

3395 QUICK CONNECT RISER, STAINLESS STEEL BASE, SMALL ROUND INDUCTION 1,806.80$              

3353 QUICK CONNECT RISER, WOODEN BUTCHER BLOCK CARVING BOARD 803.00$                 

3380 S/S QUICK CONNECT BASE 702.80$                 

802IND S/S ADAPTER, WITH ROUND INDUCTION 1,345.00$              

3221PLMB
Pillar’d coffee urn, 1 ½ gallon, tightly sealed lid to preserve heat, spigot handle, removable body, s/s 

base, black xylo finish body, 5 star series 
3,268.20$              

3223PLMB
Pillar’d coffee urn, 3 gallon, tightly sealed lid to preserve heat, spigot handle, removable body, s/s 

base, black xylo finish body, 5 star series  
3,368.60$              

3225PLMB
Pillar’d coffee urn, 5 gallon, tightly sealed lid to preserve heat, spigot handle, removable body, s/s 

base, black xylo finish body, 5 star series   
3,790.00$              

3221FSMB
Freedom Coffee Urn, 1.5 gal, Insulated, lid, spigot, removable body, black xylo body w/ s/s base, 5 

Star Series
3,268.20$              

3223FSMB
Freedom Coffee Urn, 3 gallon, Insulated, lid, spigot, removable body, s/s base and black xylo body, 5 

Star Series
3,368.60$              

3225FSMB Freedom Coffee Urn, 5 gal, insulated, lid, spigot, s/s base, black xylo body, 5 Star Series 3,790.00$              

HB6500W
HUB BUFFET BAR KIT, INCLUDES TABLE FRAME, TEXTURED LAMINATE BAR COUNTER, S/S DROP-IN 

ICE BIN TILE, 2 S/S TILES, TEXTURED LAMINATED FRONT PANEL, SPEED RAIL
25,092.60$            

HB6505R

Hub Buffet Bar Kit, for indoor/outdoor use, includes: (1) table frame, (1) optic reflector acrylic bar 

counter, (1) stainless steel drop-in ice bin tile, (2) stainless steel tiles, (3) optic reflector acrylic panels, 

(1) speed rail

27,621.80$            

HB6520T
HUB BUFFET KIT INCLUDES: TABLE FRAME, TEXTURED LAMINATE BAR COUNTER, SS DROP-IN ICE BIN 

TILE, 2 SS TILES, 3 TEXTURED LAMINATE FRONT PANELS, SPEED RAIL
26,056.00$            

ST5900CP
Hub Buffet Table, heavy duty, includes (1) reversible black/textured laminate shelf with s/s edge, 

frame is collapsible to 7", copper xylo finish
13,449.60$            

ST5900MB
Hub Buffet Table, heavy duty, includes (1) reversible black/textured laminate shelf with s/s edge, 

frame is collapsible to 7", black xylo finish
12,847.40$            

ST5900RZ
Hub Buffet Table, heavy duty, includes (1) reversible black/textured laminate shelf with s/s edge, 

frame is collapsible to 7", bronze xylo finish
13,148.60$            

ST1850GMB
Banquet Table, includes: (4) connected square tables, (4) glass tops with s/s edge, stainless steel 

frame, 4-wheel drive, tables nest to 31"W x 31"D for storage, 58" max width open, black xylo finish
Call for Price

ST6024B collapsible table w/ black HPL wood top w/ s/s edging support Call for Price

ST6024IND collapsible table w/ black corain top w/ 3 corain induction drop in units w/ s/s edging support 15,256.40$            

PC42-CP SPHERE DOUBLE LAMP WARMER, COPPER POLE, 5 STAR 2,910.00$              

AC1775BK W Tabletop Stand- Black Acrylic Shelves 2,853.40$              

39311B Crown Induction Soup Chafer, Brushed Finish 2,047.00$              

3500
GO CLEAN GERMBUSTER, ULV FOGGER/ MISTER, INCLUDES 2 NOZZLE OPTIONS, 3L TANK, COMPACT 

DESIGN, EASY GRIP HANDLE
2,368.80$              

3590
GO CLEAN GERMBUSTER, COMPACT, CORDLESS, HANDHELD, INCLUDES BODY, RECHARGEABLE 

CORDLESS BASE, SOLUTION TANK & BATTERY
1,927.20$              

3510 EPA DISINFECTANT CONCENTRATED FORMULA. DILUTE 2 OZ TO A GAL OF WATER 381.60$                 

3520 5 GAL ECA SANITIZER, KILLS ALL VIRUSES, BACTERIA, SPORES & MOLD, 100% ORGANIC 763.00$                 

3525
1 GAL ECA SANITIZER, KILLS ALL VIRUSES, BACTERIA, SPORES & MOLD, 100% ORGANIC, CASE OF 4 

BOTTLES
754.80$                 

ST8610 
Lobby Partition Barriers , 36"W x 18"D x 72"H, Clear Anodized aluminum 1.5” square frame, 

 3/16” thickness clear acrylic, with a 2" swivel locking casters
2,770.20$              

ST8620 
Restaurant Partition 36"W x 18"D x 60"H, Clear Anodized aluminum 1.5” square frame,  3/16” 

thickness clear acrylic, with a 2" swivel  locking casters
2,324.60$              

ST8615 
Lobby Partition Barriers 48"W x 18"D x 72"H, Clear Anodized aluminum 1.5” square frame, 

 3/16” thickness clear acrylic, with a 2" swivel locking casters
2,770.20$              

ST8625 
Restaurant Table Partition 48"W x 18"D x 60"H, Clear Anodized aluminum 1.5” square frame, 

 3/16” thickness clear acrylic, with a 2" swivel  locking casters
2,770.20$              

ST8600 
Lobby Partition Barriers36"W x 18"D x 80"H, Clear Anodized aluminum 1.5” square frame, 

 3/16” thickness clear acrylic, with a 2" swivel locking casters
2,890.80$              

ST8605 
Lobby Partition Barriers 48"W x 18"D x 80"H, Clear Anodized aluminum 1.5” square frame, 

 3/16” thickness clear acrylic, with a 2" swivel locking casters
2,890.80$              



ST8660 

Lobby Partition Barriers 36"W x 18"D x 72"H, Anodized aluminum 1.5” square frame,  with 

clear acrylic upper panel, and black acrylic lower panel, 3/16” thickness, heavy middle support, 

with a 2" locking casters

2,770.20$              

ST8670 

Restaurant Table Partition 36"W x 18"D x 60"H, Anodized aluminum 1.5” square frame,  with 

clear acrylic upper panel, and black acrylic lower panel 3/16” thickness clear acrylic upper 

panel, heavy middle support, with a 2" locking casters, 

2,324.60$              

ST8665 

Lobby Partition Barriers 48"W x 18"D x 72"H,  Anodized aluminum 1.5” square frame,  with 

clear acrylic upper panel, and black acrylic lower panel 3/16” thickness clear acrylic upper 

panel, heavy middle support, with a 2" locking casters,

3,131.60$              

ST8675 

Restaurant Table Partition 48"W x 18"D x 60"H, Anodized aluminum 1.5” square frame,  with clear 

acrylic upper panel, and black acrylic lower panel 3/16” thickness clear acrylic upper panel, heavy 

middle support, with a 2" locking casters, 

3,011.20$              

ST8650 

Lobby Partition Barriers 36"W x 18"D x 80"H, Anodized aluminum 1.5” square frame,  with 

clear acrylic upper panel, and black acrylic lower panel 3/16” thickness clear acrylic upper 

panel, heavy middle support, with a 2" locking casters

2,890.80$              

ST8655 

Lobby Partition Barriers 48"W x 18"D x 80"H,  Anodized aluminum 1.5” square frame,  with 

clear acrylic upper panel, and black acrylic lower panel 3/16 thickness clear acrylic upper panel, 

heavy middle support, with a 2" locking casters

3,171.80$              

3113HF
PARK AVE COLLECTION COFFEE URN, 3 GAL, TOWER STYLE LID, HANDS-FREE PUSH SPIGOT, 4 STAR 

SERIES
1,209.40$              

3115HF
PARK AVE COLLECTION COFFEE URN, 5 GAL, TOWER STYLE LID, HANDS-FREE PUSH SPIGOT, 4 STAR 

SERIES
1,452.40$              

3123HF PILLARD LEGS COFFEE URN, 3 GAL, HANDS-FREE PUSH SPIGOT, 4 STAR SERIES 1,209.40$              

3125HF PILLARD LEGS COFFEE URN, 5 GAL, HANDS-FREE PUSH SPIGOT, 4 STAR SERIES 1,452.40$              

3133HF
BALLERINA COFFEE URN, 3 GAL, BULLET STYLE WITH TOWER STYLE LID, HANDS-FREE PUSH SPIGOT, 5 

STAR SERIES
1,317.80$              

3135HF
BALLERINA COFFEE URN, 5 GAL, BULLET STYLE WITH TOWER STYLE LID, HANDS-FREE PUSH SPIGOT, 5 

STAR SERIES
1,556.60$              

3203FSHF FREEDOM COFFEE URN, 3 GAL, TOWER STYLE LID, HANDS-FREE PUSH SPIGOT, 5 STAR SERIES 2,664.00$              

3205FSHF FREEDOM COFFEE URN, 5 GAL, TOWER STYLE LID, HANDS-FREE PUSH SPIGOT, 5 STAR SERIES 3,146.20$              

3203PLHF PILLARD COFFEE URN, 3 GAL, TOWER STYLE LID, HANDS-FREE PUSH SPIGOT, 5 STAR SERIES 2,664.00$              

3205PLHF PILLARD COFFEE URN, 5 GAL, TOWER STYLE LID, HANDS-FREE PUSH SPIGOT, 5 STAR SERIES 2,664.00$              

3203QAHF QUEEN ANNE COFFEE URN, 3 GAL, TOWER STYLE LID, HANDS-FREE PUSH SPIGOT, 5 STAR SERIES 2,664.00$              

3205QAHF QUEEN ANNE COFFEE URN, 5 GAL, TOWER STYLE LID, HANDS-FREE PUSH SPIGOT, 5 STAR SERIES 3,146.20$              

3221PLHF PILLARD LEGS COFFEE URN, 1.5 GAL, VACUUM INSULATED, HANDS-FREE PUSH SPIGOT, 5 STAR SERIES 2,445.20$              

3223PLHF PILLARD LEGS COFFEE URN, 3 GAL, VACUUM INSULATED, HANDS-FREE PUSH SPIGOT, 5 STAR SERIES 2,557.60$              

3225PLHF PILLARD LEGS COFFEE URN, 5 GAL, VACUUM INSULATED, HANDS-FREE PUSH SPIGOT, 5 STAR SERIES 2,766.40$              

3283HF 3 GAL COFFEE URN, FLAT MODERN LID, HANDS-FREE PUSH SPIGOT, JAZZ STYLE LEGS, 5 STAR SERIES 1,517.60$              

3285HF 5 GAL COFFEE URN, FLAT MODERN LID, HANDS-FREE PUSH SPIGOT, JAZZ STYLE LEGS, 5 STAR SERIES 1,678.40$              

ST1900
CHAFING DISH CART, FITS 12 RECTANGULAR, ROUND OR SQUARE CHAFERS, HEAVY DUTY 6X2 

LOCKING CASTERS, ALL SIDE HEAVY LOCKING STRAPS FOR PROTECTION
8,832.60$              

NT7620 NESTING SQUARE EDGE BASE WITH HPL REVERSIBLE GREY GRAINED/ BLACK 9,635.60$              

NT7620G NESTING SQUARE EDGE BASE WITH FROSTED GLASS TOPS 9,635.60$              

NT7621 NESTING ROUND EDGE BASE WITH HPL REVERSIBLE GREY GRAINED/ BLACK 9,635.60$              

NT7621G NESTING ROUND EDGE BASE WITH FROSTED GLASS TOPS 9,635.60$              

FP1900
SELF STANDING FLOOR PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM SQUARE WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC 

SHIELD
2,489.20$              

FP1905
SELF STANDING FLOOR PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM SQUARE WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC 

SHIELD
2,389.80$              

FP1910
SELF STANDING FLOOR PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM SQUARE WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC 

SHIELD
2,168.00$              

FP1920
SELF STANDING FLOOR PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM SQUARE WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC 

SHIELD
1,948.20$              



FP1925
SELF STANDING FLOOR PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM SQUARE WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC 

SHIELD
2,429.80$              

FP1930
SELF STANDING FLOOR PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM SQUARE WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC 

SHIELD
2,328.80$              

FP1935
SELF STANDING FLOOR PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM SQUARE WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC 

SHIELD
2,108.60$              

FP1940
SELF STANDING FLOOR PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM SQUARE WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC 

SHIELD
1,887.00$              

FP1945
SELF STANDING FLOOR PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM SQUARE WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC 

SHIELD
2,389.80$              

FP1950
SELF STANDING FLOOR PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM SQUARE WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC 

SHIELD
2,269.20$              

FP1955
SELF STANDING FLOOR PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM SQUARE WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC 

SHIELD
2,007.40$              

FP1960
SELF STANDING FLOOR PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM SQUARE WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC 

SHIELD
1,806.80$              

FP1965
SELF STANDING FLOOR PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM SQUARE WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC 

SHIELD
2,007.40$              

FP1970
SELF STANDING FLOOR PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM SQUARE WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC 

SHIELD
1,967.40$              

FP1975
SELF STANDING FLOOR PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM SQUARE WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC 

SHIELD
1,927.20$              

FP1980
SELF STANDING FLOOR PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM SQUARE WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC 

SHIELD
1,887.00$              

TP7300 SELF STANDING TABLE PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC SHIELD 1,707.20$              

TP7305 SELF STANDING TABLE PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC SHIELD 1,426.20$              

TP7310 SELF STANDING TABLE PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC SHIELD 1,365.20$              

TP7315 SELF STANDING TABLE PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC SHIELD 1,284.80$              

TP7320 SELF STANDING TABLE PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC SHIELD 1,185.20$              

TP7325 SELF STANDING TABLE PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC SHIELD 1,787.60$              

TP7330 SELF STANDING TABLE PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC SHIELD 1,506.40$              

TP7335 SELF STANDING TABLE PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC SHIELD 1,445.40$              

TP7340 SELF STANDING TABLE PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC SHIELD 1,365.20$              

TP7345 SELF STANDING TABLE PARTITION, CLEAR ANODIZED ALUMINUM WITH CLEAR ACRYLIC SHIELD 1,265.60$              

PP3219 PUMP FOR 5 GAL 100% SOLUTION CONTAINER 116.60$                 

5390AC ROUND, CLEAR ACRYLIC SAFETY SHIELD FOR CARTWHEEL ROLLING BUFFET, 2 PER SET 1,565.80$              

5360AC SQUARE, CLEAR ACRYLIC SAFETY SHIELD FOR SQUARE ROLLING BUFFET, 2 PER SET 1,506.40$              

TP3310
ACRYLIC HEAT LAMP SHIELD WITH STEEL CLAMP MOUNTED STURDY, ROUND TOP CORNER FOR 

ITEM# 9641, 9642, 9631, 9632
382.40$                 

TP3315
ACRYLIC HEAT LAMP SHIELD WITH STEEL CLAMP MOUNTED STURDY, ROUND TOP CORNER FOR 

ITEM# 9681, 9682
382.40$                 

TP3320
ACRYLIC HEAT LAMP SHIELD WITH STEEL CLAMP MOUNTED STURDY, ROUND TOP CORNER FOR 

ITEM# 9618
382.40$                 

TP3300MB ANTI-MICROBIAL, 30 DEGREE ANGLE SHIELD 743.60$                 

TP3300 STAINLESS STEEL 30 DEGREE ANGLE SHIELD 623.20$                 

8591 4’ x 4’ TABLETOP "SECTIONAL" PARTITION SHIELDS, (46” x46” SHIELD) 999.80$                 

8592 5’ x 5’ TABLETOP "SECTIONAL" PARTITION SHIELDS, (58” x 58” SHIELD) 1,160.40$              

8593 8’ x 2.5’ TABLETOP "SECTIONAL" PARTITION SHIELDS, (94” x 28” SHIELD) 1,481.60$              

8591MB
4’ x 4’ TABLETOP "SECTIONAL" PARTITION SHIELDS, (46” x46” SHIELD), ANTI-MICROBIAL BLACK XYLO 

COATED
1,301.00$              

8592MB
5’ x 5’ TABLETOP "SECTIONAL" PARTITION SHIELDS, (58” x 58” SHIELD), ANTI-MICROBIAL BLACK XYLO 

COATED
1,461.60$              

8593MB
8’ x 2.5’ TABLETOP "SECTIONAL" PARTITION SHIELDS, (94” x 28” SHIELD), ANTI-MICROBIAL BLACK 

XYLO FINISH
1,782.60$              

8555
ACRYLIC SHOWCASE DISPLAY, ENCLOSED ON 3 SIDES, TOP & BOTTOM, 2 DOORS WITH ACRYLIC 

HINGES, MOLDING WITH LEGS, 1 PIECE CONSTRUCTION
1,686.40$              

WT6853

ACTION STATION SERVICE CART ROLLOUT, 3 TIERS. INCLUDES: 2 ROUND INDUCTION ELEMENTS WITH 

2 FRONT ACRYLIC SHIELDS, PRAM CART, WOOD SHELVES WITH S/S FRAME- REVERSIBLE TO BLACK OR 

WALNUT FINISH, (3) shelves: (1) 41-3/16" x 20", (1) 33-3/8" x 18", & (1) 41-3/16" x 20"

8,471.40$              



WT6857

ACTION STATION SERVICE CART ROLLOUT, 3 TIERS. INCLUDES: 2 SQUARE INDUCTION ELEMENTS 

WITH 2 FRONT ACRYLIC SHIELDS, PRAM CART, WOOD SHELVES WITH S/S FRAME- REVERSIBLE TO 

BLACK OR WALNUT FINISH, (3) shelves: (1) 41-3/16" x 20", (1) 33-3/8" x 18", & (1) 41-3/16" x 20"

8,471.40$              

2800

PYRAMID OUTDOOR PORTABLE PATIO HEATER, STAINLESS STEEL, WEATHER RESISTANT 

CONSTRUCTION. Piezoelectric Pulse Ignition, Easy On/Off Tank Access, Hose and Regulator Included, 

Sectional 4 Piece Aluminum Reflector, Holds 20 Lb. Propane and Butane Tanks, Wheels Included, 

Comes Disassembled, Instructional Video Available. CE and CSA approved

2,107.80$              

2890

MUSHROOM OUTDOOR PORTABLE PATIO HEATER, Stainless Steel, Weather Resistant Construction, 

Piezoelectric Pulse Ignition, Easy On/Off Tank Access, Hose and Regulator Included, Sectional 4 Piece 

Aluminum Reflector, Holds 20 Lb. Propane and Butane Tanks, Wheels Included, Comes Disassembled, 

Instructional Video Available. CE and CSA approved

1,586.00$              

2805C BLACK STORAGE DUST COVER FOR PYRAMID HEATER 140.60$                 

2895C BLACK STORAGE DUST COVER FOR MUSHROOM HEATER 140.60$                 


